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Abstract

Communication in environments with multiple competing sound sources can be challenging, even for listeners with normal hearing thresholds (NHT). This difficulty in “normal” listeners is thought to arise from central sites of the auditory system with the assumption that sound encoding at the auditory nerve (AN) is robust. Despite this assumption, growing evidence from animal and human studies suggests that acoustic exposure, too modest to elevate hearing thresholds, can nonetheless cause “hidden hearing loss” that interferes with coding of supra-threshold sound. In animal studies, such noise exposure leads to cochlear synaptopathy (death of auditory nerve fibers or ANFs); however, there is no clinical test of synaptopathy in humans. In animals, synaptopathy reduces the amplitude of auditory brainstem response (ABR) wave-I. Unfortunately, ABR wave-I is difficult to measure in humans, limiting its clinical use.

Here, using behavioral, otoacoustic, and electrophysiological measures in humans and mice in conjunction with computational models of sound processing by the auditory periphery and brainstem, we show that the effect of masking noise on the latency of the more robust ABR wave-V mirrors changes in ABR wave-I amplitude. In our human cohort, the effect of noise on wave-V latency predicts perceptual temporal sensitivity. Further, we show evidence that ABR wave-V latency in forward masking may be affected by ANF loss and is predictive of a listener’s performance in a perceptual task related to speech intelligibility in noise. Our results suggest that measures of the effects of masking on ABR wave-V latency can be used to diagnose ANF survival in humans.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1 Acoustic overexposure in the “normal” hearing

Communication in situations where multiple sound sources compete for attention can be challenging, even for listeners who have audiometrically normal hearing threshold (NHT). Indeed, as many as 5-15% of adult patients seeking audiological help for this difficulty turn out to have normal audiometric thresholds [59, 48]. Such listeners are often diagnosed with “central auditory processing disorders” (CAPD/APD, [20]) reflecting the assumption that sound is represented robustly in the AN [48, 78] and that deficits arise from more central processing centers.

In contrast to this assumption, recent animal studies reveal that noise exposure causing only reversible, temporary threshold shifts, can nevertheless produce an immediate and permanent loss (herein referred to as “synaptopathy”) of up to 50% of the synapses and cochlear-nerve terminals innervating inner hair cells (IHCs; [58, 36, 68]). Aging also appears to reduce the auditory nerve fiber (ANF) population independent of hair cell loss [106, 107, 73]. Crucially, even large reductions in the number of intact ANFs (e.g. as much as 85% loss) do not seem to affect audiometric thresholds in quiet [71], rendering this loss invisible to traditional clinical evaluations.
Models and recent data suggest that synaptopathy could degrade the coding of both temporal fine-structure (TFS) and temporal envelope (ENV) cues – cues that are important for everyday communication – in clearly audible, supra-threshold sounds [72, 6, 8, 5]. Indeed, recent human data reveals large individual differences in behavioral measures of temporal coding in NHTs listeners. These differences correlate with physiological brainstem measures that may be affected by ANF loss [91, 5]. Furthermore, listeners who have greater noise exposure history show reduced ANF response amplitudes (i.e., ABR wave-I amplitudes; [113]), consistent with the effects of noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy on ABR wave-I in animals.

ANFs with low spontaneous discharge rates (low-SR; SR<20 spikes/s) are particularly susceptible to neuro-degeneration caused by noise exposure and aging [106, 11, 36, 68]. These fibers, by virtue of the fact that they have higher thresholds than high spontaneous rate (high-SR; SR>20 spikes/s) fibers, increase the dynamic range of the auditory periphery [63]. In addition, low-SR fibers are thought to be important for hearing in noisy environments, as they are more resistant to masking by continuous background noise [22]. These facts elucidate why a selective low-SR ANF synaptopathy could lead to hearing loss that only reveals itself through perceptual difficulties when processing supra-threshold sound, even though it has no discernable effect on thresholds.

Motivated by these results, we hypothesize that the number of low-SR ANFs conveying information about supra-threshold sound varies across NHT listeners, resulting in differences in communication ability. AN degeneration may be widespread in humans, evidenced by post-mortem temporal bone analyses [73]. A noninvasive test that reveals the fidelity of the peripheral representation of supra-threshold sound, and that quantifies ANF loss, could have a major impact on evaluation and diagnosis of communication disorders amongst NHT listeners.
1.2 Supra-threshold coding of sound

1.2.1 Encoding of sound via auditory nerve fibers

ANFs are vital for encoding acoustic information about our environment. An ANF contacts a single IHC via a single synapse. At each synapse, an electron-dense ribbon sits near the pre-synaptic membrane surrounded by a halo of glutamatergic vesicles. Environmental sound entering the ear canal is funneled through the tympanic membrane, and middle ear, vibrating the stapes, and leading to cochlear traveling waves. Along the length of the cochlea are sensory cells, the IHCs that detect vibration within the cochlea via stereocilia bundles at their apical surface. The vibrations caused by the cochlear traveling wave deflect IHC stereocilia, opening mechanoelectric transduction channels that lead to a graded change in the IHC membrane potential. This sound-driven receptor potential causes an influx of calcium at the base of the IHC where the ANFs synapse. The calcium influx increases the probability of glutamate release into the synaptic cleft. The release of neurotransmitter leads to the generation of action potentials in an ANF. This AN response to sound then ascends through several nuclei of the brainstem, midbrain and cortex, to eventually elicit an auditory percept [37].

ANFs can be divided into two groups classified by their spontaneous rate (SR; i.e., the spike rate in the absence of intentionally introduced sound). Fibers with low-SR have thinner axons, fewer mitochondria, and predominately innervate the modiolar side of the IHC. In contrast, high-SR fibers, have thicker axons, more mitochondria, and synapse onto the pillar side of the cell [65]. ANF groups also differ in their sensitivity to sound. High-SR fibers have the lowest thresholds, and low-SR fibers have the highest. In quiet environments, high-SR fibers dominate encoding of sounds. However, as sound level increases to 20-30dB above threshold, the average discharge rate of high-SR fibers saturates and low-SR fibers begin to respond. The group-related differences in threshold sensitivity widen the dynamic range and may be important for intensity coding in the auditory system where level discrimination abilities are near-constant over a range of 100dB or more [33, 120].
ANF groups also differ in their contribution to hearing in noisy environments. High-SR fiber activity is relatively easy to mask with continuous noise because these fibers are so sensitive to sound. Their continuous activation even by near-threshold noise may cause vesicle depletion, which prevents them from responding to other signals that might be present [22, 21]. In contrast, by virtue of their higher thresholds, the lower-SR fibers are more resistant to background noise. Thus, with increasing levels of continuous masking noise, lower-SR fibers likely become increasingly important to the encoding of acoustic signals, as they will show the largest changes in average discharge rate in response to transient supra-threshold stimuli [127].

1.2.2 Importance of temporal coding on auditory perception

Although different perceptual attributes of natural sound are encoded by different spectro-temporal cues, many depend on reliable timing information. The AN encodes temporal information in two forms; the temporal fine structure (TFS), corresponding to the timing of the nearly sinusoidal narrowband carrier fluctuations, and the slower temporal envelope of that carrier. ANFs in the low-frequency cochlear regions encode both TFS and temporal envelope; their spike pattern is phase-locked to the carrier and their instantaneous firing rate locked to the envelope. At higher frequencies, ANFs do not phase-lock to the TFS; however, temporal information is conveyed by phase-locking to envelope fluctuations. Such encoding mechanisms are important for the computation of interaural time differences (ITD), used for spatial perception of sound. While perceptually, TFS information in low-frequencies is the dominant perceptual cue determining perceived location [124], for broadband and high-frequency sounds, ITDs can be conveyed by the envelope alone [4]. Additionally, the encoding of the temporal envelope of sound may play a significant role in space perception in everyday settings such as rooms, where reverberant energy distorts TFS cues [7, 25]. The coherence of the temporal envelope across channels helps to perceptually bind together different acoustic constituents of an object in the auditory scene [31, 108]. Coding of pitch and speech formants also may rely on both TFS and envelope temporal
information (see [90], for a review). Thus, a range of temporal features in both TFS and envelopes is necessary to enable a listener to parse mixture of sounds, select a sound source of interest, and analyze its meaning.

In everyday settings, the auditory system is often required to analyze temporal information at supra-threshold sound intensities. Further, everyday settings typically contain competing sound sources and reverberant energy, which degrade the temporal structure of the sound reaching a listener’s ear. This degradation may render spatial information about a single source such as ITD diffuse and make speech less intelligible [114, 49].

Given that convergence of multiple fibers underlies an enhancement in the fidelity of temporal coding at higher nuclei along the auditory pathway [50, 86, 52], it is likely that a decrease in the number of fibers making up the auditory nerve population will degrade temporal coding [72] and lead to perceptual difficulties when trying to understand speech in challenging settings. In addition, considering the relative robustness of low-SR fibers to masking [22, 21, 127] and better synchrony to amplitude-modulations at moderate to high sound levels [51], a selective low-SR neuropathy would further increase the likelihood of perceptual difficulties in processing supra-threshold sound.

1.3 Auditory brainstem response

The present study focuses on the ABR as a potential measure of cochlear synaptopathy in humans. The ABR, which is often measured with transient stimuli, is a series of vertex-positive waves that represent far-field activity produced by onset responses of neural elements along the auditory brainstem pathway. The ABR is critically dependent on the synchronous activity of a large number of the responding neural units to produce a detectable and repeatable response. At high stimulus levels, the ABR consists of seven peaks, each attributed to different generator sites along the brainstem, as shown in Fig.1-1 [76, 88]. As such, it is a useful clinical tool for separating peripheral (cochlear-eighth nerve-ABR wave-I) from central
(brainstem) changes [19].

Figure 1-1: Neural generators of the seven waves in the auditory brainstem response. ABR wave-I is often the smallest wave in human measurements as shown and is believed to be generated at the IHC and AN synapse. ABR wave-V, the most robust wave in humans, is generated in the lateral lemniscus and/or inferior colliculus.

In animal studies, changes in supra-threshold amplitudes of ABR wave-I are well correlated with cochlear synaptopathy, so long as the cochlear amplifier is undamaged [58]. Although ABR wave-I amplitude can be a useful objective measure of ANF loss in animals, there is a great deal of within-subject variability in this response in humans; thus, making it challenging to use clinically. One approach to reducing this variability would be to measure the growth rate of wave-I amplitude with stimulus level. Nonetheless, it is difficult to obtain a robust ABR wave-I at low
stimulus levels in humans. In contrast, ABR wave-V, generated in the Lateral Lemniscus and/or Inferior Colliculus (LL, IC; Fig. 1-1), is a more robust response in humans and can be recorded at low stimulus levels and in the presence of background noise. However, ABR wave-V magnitude does not seem to be affected by cochlear synaptopathy, potentially due to gain control mechanisms of the central auditory system [107].

Another approach is to evaluate ABR latency, specifically wave-V. In quiet, wave-V latency decreases monotonically with increasing stimulus level [23], in part because cochlear excitation spreads towards high-frequency cochlear regions with increasing level, and high-frequency regions have shorter latencies [83, 46]. In contrast, when a fixed-level ABR-evoking stimulus (e.g., a click), is presented in background noise, mimicking some of the constraints faced by the auditory system in noisy real-world listening conditions, ABR wave-V latency increases with growing background noise level [12, 13, 16]. The underlying mechanisms of this latency shift with noise level are not fully understood, but are ascribed to synaptic and neural processes.

Here, we argue that the ABR wave-V latency shift with increasing noise level could reflect the recruitment of low-SR fibers because 1) the onset response latency of low-SR responses is delayed relative to that of high-SR fibers [100, 79, 11] and 2) low-SR ANFs are more resistant to background noise [22, 127]. If true, a selective loss of low-SR fibers should yield a smaller ABR latency shift with increasing noise level. Furthermore, if this latency measure reflects low-SR ANF loss, the rate at which it changes should correlate with perceptual measures of fine temporal encoding that rely on low-SR responses [5].

1.4 Forward masking ABR

Another systematic difference according to SR is the AN response recovery time to prior stimulation. In forward masking, the response to a stimulus (probe) is decreased by the presence of a preceding stimulus (masker). This type of non-simultaneous masking is believed to arise because of depletion of synaptic vesicles by the masker,
limiting the number of vesicles available to respond to the probe [45]. As the delay between the masker and the probe increases, the probe response recovers to control (i.e., no preceding masker). Animal studies show that low-SR fibers have a longer recovery time (>100ms) than that of high-SR fibers (<100ms) [95]. This difference has not only been shown on a single unit AN level but also on a population level. There is evidence of low and high-SR contribution to the recovery of the compound action potential (CAP, which represents the summed activity of the AN and is equivalent to ABR wave-I amplitude) from forward masking in humans and animal [96, 80]. The recovery of the CAP can be modeled by two separate exponential functions that characterize the fast and slow component of the recovery time course as shown in Fig.1-2. The fast time component of the CAP recovery predominately reflects the recovery of high-SR fibers whereas the slow time component of the CAP recovery function is believed to be low-SR dominated. A selective loss of low-SR fibers with age is shown to yield a faster recovery of the CAP [106].

Changes to CAP/ABR wave-I amplitude in forward masking could prove useful in teasing apart the loss of low-SR fibers. However, as mentioned earlier, ABR wave-I measurements are difficult to obtain and quantify. Thus, we wondered whether the change in wave-V latency as a function of masker to probe interval (MPI) would reflect loss of ANFs. In forward masking, as the probe-elicited ABR wave-I amplitude increases with increasing MPI, the wave-V latency subsequently decreases [57, 13, 9, 121]. We hypothesize that the low-SR contribution to forward masking not only slows down the recovery of the ABR wave-I amplitude but also that this reduced input translates to a wave-V latency that does not shift as much with MPI. Low-SR fibers deafferentation may yield a faster recovery of the probe-elicited ABR wave-I amplitude and thereby a greater change in ABR wave-V latency with increasing MPI. This will be more evident at shorter MPIs where both low and high-SR fibers contribute to the response. Indeed, there is some evidence that older NHT listeners and aged animals have a greater shift in wave-V latency in forward masking at short MPIs, in line with our hypothesis [9, 121].

Here we sought to determine whether individual differences in ABR wave-V
Figure 1-2: A: Forward masking is defined as a decreased probe response, depicted by a reduced CAP, following a preceding masker. At short masker to probe intervals (MPIs), not only is the CAP small but the ABR wave-V latency is delayed relative to the control (no preceding masker). As the gap between the masker and the probe increases, the CAP grows and the wave-V latency decreases. B: Model simulation of the relative change of the CAP with increasing MPI. The forward masking recovery function of the CAP can be characterized by two exponential functions with different time constants. At short MPIs <100ms), the CAP changes more rapidly, reflecting the recovery of the high-SR and low-SR fibers. This portion is defined as the fast time component of the CAP forward masking function. At MPI >100ms, the CAP changes more slowly, following the slow recovery of the low-SR fibers as the high-SRs have fully recovered by a MPI of 100ms. Model used [118]. C: In forward masking, as the MPI increases, the ABR wave-V latency shift relative to quiet decreases (absolute wave-V latency decreases). Similar to the CAP forward masking recovery function, the wave-V latency recovery function has a fast and slow component.
latency changes in young NHT listeners reflects differences in low-SR population size. Selective loss of low-SR fibers may help explain why some listeners have difficulty hearing in noisy environments. As such, to determine whether these differences predict perceptual measures related to temporal coding and speech intelligibility in noise, we chose to measure forward masking behavioral thresholds, a correlate of speech-recognition in interrupted noise [29].
Chapter 2

SPECIFIC AIMS AND RATIONALE

This thesis is dedicated to the study of individual differences in ABR latency in noise and forward masking among NHT listeners and how this timing is affected by ANF loss. The project is divided into two aims: first, characterizing supra-threshold fidelity in listeners with NHTs and comparing to measures of ABR and second, modeling ABR latency changes in noise. The results of the various experiments and modeling efforts provide evidence that a dominant contribution to individual differences in ABR latency in noise likely comes from differences in low-SR ANF population. Additionally, these differences in the ABR latency seem to predict an individual’s performance in perceptual tasks that are important when listening in complex environments.

2.1 Aim I. Understanding individual differences in sensory coding of listeners with NHTs

It is evident from past studies that there is large variability in performance on tasks relying on fine spectro-temporal cues in supra-threshold sound in listeners with NHTs [56, 102, 5]. We believe that differences in temporal coding fidelity in ascending ANFs help explain these variations in NHT listeners: such differences may arise due to variation in the population of ANF responding to sound, which may be the result of noise exposure or genetic factors that causes degeneration of ANFs. Our goal here is
to determine whether we can use clinical ABR latencies, specifically wave-V latency, to reveal ANF loss and ultimately predict an individual’s listening ability in noisy settings.

Here, we will quantify relationships amongst ABR and perceptual measures of supra-threshold coding for listeners with normal audiometric thresholds. Hypothesis: ABR wave-V latency changes in noise and in forward masking reflect low-SR ANF survival and vary significantly in NHT listeners with normal cochlear mechanics. If so, these individual differences in wave-V latency should be correlated with perceptual differences important for communication in noisy environments. We measured audiograms and click-evoked otoacoustic emission growth functions. In listeners with normal cochlear mechanics, we measured ABRs using clicks in quiet and in noise stimuli. ABRs were also measured using a forward masking paradigm using noise maskers and chirp probes. In the same listeners, we measured envelope interaural timing difference (ITD) sensitivity and forward masking detection thresholds.

### 2.2 Aim II. Modeling ABR wave-V latency changes in noise

Latencies of ABR wave-V vary with increasing stimulus and noise level. Specifically, the ABR wave-V latency decreases by 1.5-2ms for a stimulus level increase of 40dB [23, 30] and increases by 1ms with growing background noise level over a 50dB range [12]. Past ABR models have largely focused on simulating latency changes with increasing stimulus level [23, 101]. Although they have been able to qualitatively account for latency changes, they underestimate the level dependency of click-evoked ABR wave-V latency [101]. A recent auditory model [118] predicts that wave-V latency is sensitive to the number of responding ANFs. Although this model has been able to successfully capture ABR wave-V latency decrease as a function of increasing stimulus level, model predictions of ABR wave-V latency changes in noise have yet to be accomplished.
Based on recent model predictions and experimental results, we attempted to accurately simulate ABR wave-V latency increase with growing background noise and explore how preferential loss of different fiber types affects the change in latency in noise. Existing models were utilized and altered to simulate single-unit and population responses at different stages along the auditory pathway. Additionally, using the same models, we explored how selective loss of low-SR fibers affects the CAP recovery in forward masking and how that may translate to ABR wave-V latency changes with MPI.
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METHODS

3.1 Measures of ABR, temporal coding, and cochlear mechanics

All measures were obtained with the participants seated in an acoustically and electrically shielded booth (single-walled Eckel C-14 booth, Cambridge, MA). For passive ABR measures, participants watched a silent, captioned movie of their choice, ignoring the acoustic stimuli. A personal desktop computer controlled all aspects of the experiment, including sound delivery and storing data. Special-purpose sound-control hardware (System 3 real-time signal processing systems, including D/A conversion and amplification; Tucker Davis Technologies, Gainesville, FL) presented sound through insert phones coupled to foam ear tips. ER-1 insert phones (Etymotic, Elk Grove Village, IL) were used for ABR wave-I and behavioral ITD measures. ER-10c earphones were used for the ABR in noise measurements to simultaneously record click-evoked otoacoustic emissions (COAE). All sounds were digitized at a sampling rate of 48.828 kHz. For the behavioral experiments, subjects responded by button presses.
3.1.1 Participants

Twenty four (nine female) subjects, aged from 20-40 years (mean=26.95), were recruited from the Boston University and Massachusetts Institute of Technology community. All subjects had pure-tone hearing thresholds better than 20dB HL in both ears at octave frequencies between 250 and 8000Hz. Subjects provided informed consent in accordance with protocols established at Boston University. Subject availability precluded some subjects from completing some measures.

3.1.2 Envelope interaural timing difference

To obtain a binaural measure of temporal coding, detection of ongoing envelope ITD was measured using a transposed tone with a carrier at either 2 or 4kHz and an envelope modulation frequency of 50Hz [4]. The carrier phase was identical in the two ears; the ITD was applied only to the 50Hz envelope. The 450ms stimulus was ramped with a 20ms \( \cos^2 \) rise-decay (simultaneously in the two ears) to minimize the use of onset cues. The stimulus level was set at 80dB SPL. Off-frequency notched-noise maskers, generated independently in each trial, were presented at an SNR of 10dB (broadband RMS) as illustrated in Fig.3-1, B. The off-frequency masker extended to 20Hz on the low-frequency side and 20kHz on the high-frequency side and served to attenuate off-frequency listening cues, including cues from distortion products. The bandwidth of the notch was set to the equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB) of the respective carrier frequency (i.e., ERB at 2kHz=240.58Hz and at 4kHz=456.46Hz) [38]. To determine whether limiting listeners to use of within-channel timing information enhances individual differences in temporal coding, we tested an additional noise condition for the 2kHz carrier. A diotic noise, low-pass filtered at 1.3kHz, was presented with the stimulus (Fig.3-1, C) to preclude the listener’s use of any information at low frequencies such as distortion products [4]. Conditions were presented in alternating blocks. All noises were gated on 400ms prior to the first stimulus interval, and gated off 200ms after the third interval.

Threshold ITDs were determined using a three-interval, two alternative forced
Figure 3-1: A. Schematic representation of the method used to generate transposed stimuli. A 50Hz sinusoid was half-wave rectified, low pass filtered (cutoff=2kHz), and transposed onto 2 or 4kHz carrier. B. Illustration showing the spectrum of the transposed tone presented simultaneously with a low pass noise. This condition was implemented for the 2kHz carrier. C. Spectrum schematic of transposed tone presented simultaneously with notched noise. This condition was used for both 2 and 4kHz carrier.

choice adaptive task (2AFC). Each interval, marked visually by a computer monitor, occurred at intervals of 800ms. The first interval always contained the stimulus with an ITD=0 and served as a reference interval. The listener's task was to detect and identify the presence of an ITD (right ear leading) that was presented with equal probability in the second or third interval. A combination of nonparametric, 2-up 1-down, and parametric, maximum likelihood procedure (MLP) was used to determine the ITD threshold. The 2-up 1-down procedure [62] was used initially for 7 reversals. The listener was presented with a starting ITD of 900µs. The initial step size was 100µs. After 2 reversals, the step size was reduced to 50µs and 25µs after 4 reversals.

The threshold estimation was then switched to the MLP [40]. In this procedure,
a set of psychometric functions with the same slope, attentional lapse rate, and chance level, but different midpoints were hypothesized. After each trial, the subject’s responses up to that trial were used to calculate the likelihood of each hypothesis (i.e., each psychometric function). The ITD of the next presented trial was chosen based on the 80.9% correct point on the psychometric function with the highest likelihood. This procedure was repeated until the ITD estimates of the last four trials were within an 80µs range of each other.

Each condition was repeated twice for a total of four blocks in each session. Additional blocks were presented if any of the runs for a condition were off by more than one standard deviation from the mean. The final ITD threshold was defined as the mean of the thresholds, discarding outliers.

3.1.3 Auditory brainstem response measures in noise and quiet

Click-evoked ABRs were measured dichotically using a 32-channel EEG system (Biosemi Active II system, Amsterdam, Netherlands). The better ear was chosen for testing based on the subject’s audiogram. If there was no difference between the ears audiometrically, the left ear was chosen. ABRs were collected using a 80µs click presented at a rate of 10Hz via ER-10C insert earphones. A 20ms inter-click jitter was introduced to avoid the accumulation of any stationary interference including the 60Hz power-line noise.

ABR wave-V measures were recorded for five different click levels varying from 50-90dB peSPL in 10-dB steps. ABRs in noise were measured using a click presented at 80dB peSPL in broadband background noise varying from 42-82 dB SPL in 10-dB steps. The bandwidth of the noise was limited by the sampling rate used to generate the stimuli (i.e. 48kHz) and the frequency response of the earphones. Each condition had 3000 repetitions. Conditions were presented in randomly ordered blocks. The 32 channels were referenced to the average of the mastoid channels.

Recorded data sampled at 16.384kHz was passband filtered between 100-2000Hz.
Power line noise (60Hz and harmonics) was removed by applying Thomson’s regression method for detecting sinusoids in signals as implemented in the Chronux toolbox [10]. The filtered data were then time-epoched from -10ms to 10ms relative to the onset of the stimulus. Bad channels and trials were removed by analyzing the distribution of the overall amplitude across channels and trials. Specifically, a channel or trial was removed if its cumulative amplitude was two standard deviations away from the mean of the distribution. The number of channels and trials were equalized across conditions for each subject. The averaged epoched response from all good channels were combined to yield an ABR.

The averaged across channel ABR peak-to-baseline amplitude and peak latency of waves-I and -V, respectively, were identified using visual overlay cursors on a computer screen. The slope of the wave-I amplitude with stimulus level, and of wave-V latency change with noise and stimulus level, was computed by fitting a straight line across the conditions in which the waveforms were identifiable. A minimum of three conditions where the ABR waves-I and V were clear was required for the linear fits.

### 3.1.4 Click-evoked Otoacoustic Emissions

To obtain an objective correlate of cochlear-mechanical compression, COAE were measured simultaneously with the ABR measurements using 80µs clicks at levels of 50-90dB peSPL in 10dB increments. Each click level was presented 3000 time. COAES were filtered using a 250-6000Hz bandpass filter as they are most reliable from 1000 to 3000Hz [34]. To obtain estimates that are robust to artifacts, trials were combined by calculating the sample by sample median instead of the mean. The spectrum of the COAE was computed and the magnitude was compared to the spectrum of the noise floor, defined as the difference between the odd and even trials (Fig.3-2).

To provide more frequency-specific information, CEOAE responses were band-filtered in octave-bands centered at 1000, 2000 and 4000Hz and the signal power was calculated for each band. The COAE growth function at each band is defined as the difference between the COAE power (in dB) and the input level. Across listeners, reliable COAEs were obtained at least in one octave-band at click levels greater than
60dB peSPL. As such, the amount of compression in each frequency band, defined as the slope of the COAE growth function using a linear fit on log-scale, was determined using COAEs at click levels of 70, 80, 90dB peSPL.
Figure 3-2: Sample COAE of a 90dB peSPL click. A: Time waveform of COAE. B: Spectrum of COAE depicted in red and the noise floor in black. Notice that the COAE are strongest around the 1 to 2kHz frequency region. C: Phase of the COAE.
3.2 Animal measurements

The animal measurements were conducted by Ann Hickox during her PhD with Dr. M.Charles Liberman and were generously given to me to analyze. The animal subjects and methods have been previously described in detail in Hickox and Liberman (2014; [47]). In brief, CBA/CaJ male mice (Jackson Laboratories) were exposed in groups to moderate-level noise at 16-18 wks of age, and cage-mates served as unexposed age- and sex-matched controls. Measures of both cochlear and auditory neural function were recorded to assess the degree of recovery from noise exposure. Counts of synaptic ribbons per inner hair cell confirmed noise-induced loss of cochlear synapses. An additional assay, the masked ABR, was recorded in subsets of exposed and unexposed mice to investigate new physiological indicators of noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy, reported for the first time here. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary.

3.2.1 Noise exposure

Mice were exposed for 2 hours to octave-band noise (8-16kHz) at one of two levels, 100 or 94dB SPL. The 100dB “neuropathic” exposure in these mice, causes only transient threshold elevation and extensive cochlear synaptopathy and neural loss in the basal half of the cochlea [58]. The 94dB “non-neuropathic” exposure was designed to cause similar transient threshold elevation and no ANF loss [47], providing a control group for non-specific exposure-related effects. Mice were placed, awake and unrestrained, in an acoustically transparent cage within a small reverberant chamber. The noise waveform was digitally generated (fifth-order Butterworth filter), amplified (Crown Power Amplifier D75A), and presented with a compression driver (JBL model 2446H) through an exponential horn in the roof of the chamber.
3.2.2 Physiology: Auditory brainstem response and distortion product otoacoustic emission

ABRs and DPOAEs were measured in the left ear of each mouse 6-10 weeks post-exposure, under ketamine/xylazine anesthesia (100mg/kg and 20mg/kg, respectively, via i.p. injection). A custom acoustic assembly containing two miniature dynamic speakers and an electret condenser microphone (Knowles FG-23329-P07) was placed within millimeters of the tympanic membrane for delivery of all stimuli and recording of DPOAEs. The assembly was calibrated using a 1/4-inch condenser microphone (Bruel & Kjaer), and each recording session began with in-ear calibrations. Stimulus generation and data acquisition were controlled by custom LabVIEW software on a National Instruments PXI system (16- or 24-bit sound cards).

To assess outer hair cell-based cochlear function, DPOAEs were recorded using primary frequencies f1 and f2 (f2/f1 = 1.2), where f2 = 8-45.3kHz in half-octave steps. For each set of primaries, levels L1 and L2 (L1-L2 = 10dB) were swept from L2 = 10-80dB SPL in 5-dB steps. Amplitude of the cubic distortion product 2f1-f2 was extracted from averaged ear canal spectra. DPOAE threshold was interpolated from amplitude input/output functions at 2f1-f2 = 5dB SPL.

To assess auditory brainstem function in quiet, ABRs were recorded using 4-ms tone-pips (0.5 ms cos² rise-fall, alternating polarity, 40/s) at 32kHz. Levels were swept from 15-80dB SPL in 5-dB steps. At each level average waveforms were generated from 1024 presentations (512 stimulus pairs), amplified 10,000X, band-pass filtered from 0.3-3kHz and stored for offline analysis. Responses were differentially recorded from subdermal needle electrodes at the vertex and ventral edge of left pinna, with ground at the base of the tail. ABR wave-I growth functions were constructed using peak 1 amplitude at each level, defined as the difference between a 1-ms average of the pre-response baseline and the wave-I peak (with additional high-pass filtering to remove low-frequency baseline shifts).

Masked ABRs were recorded as for ABRs in quiet, using 32kHz tone pips at 60 and 80dB SPL. Broadband masking noise was generated and played with each tone-
pip presentation. The magnitude spectrum of the masking noise compensated for the CBA/CaJ mouse audiogram constructed from single-unit ANF thresholds, such that a particular noise level would have a similar masking effect across ANFs of different characteristic frequencies regardless of their absolute thresholds. This method was implemented using average ANF threshold data binned according to characteristic frequency in half-octave bands centered at 4-45.3kHz in half-octave steps (with linear interpolation between points). Masking noise was swept from -5-85dB SPL in 5-dB steps. Wave-IV peak latency was defined through visual analysis by two judges, and wave-IV latency slope was calculated as for human data.

### 3.2.3 Histology: synaptic ribbon counts

Left inner ears were extracted from three mice for each group (100dB neuropathic exposure, 94dB non-neuropathic exposure, unexposed controls), selected as representative ears based on ABR wave-I amplitude. Ears were extracted following intracardiac perfusion (4% paraformaldehyde) while deeply anesthetized, and were postfixed for 2 hours at room temperature. Following decalcification in EDTA for 2-3 days, the cochlear spiral was microdissected into six whole-mount pieces that were immunostained with the following: primary antibodies overnight at 37°C (mouse anti-CtBP2 at 1:200, BD Transduction Labs; rabbit anti-Myosin VIIa at 1:200, Proteus Biosciences no. 25-6790), and secondary antibodies for 1 hour at 37°C (biotinylated donkey anti-mouse at 1:200 followed by streptavidin-conjugated Alexa Fluor 568 at 1:1,000; Alexa Fluor 647-coupled donkey anti-rabbit at 1:200).

Whole-mount pieces were imaged using confocal microscopy (Leica TCS SP2) at specific cochlear frequency-locations that were identified using a reconstruction of the cochlear frequency map across pieces (custom ImageJ plug-in). For a given location, two adjacent regions were captured as z-stacks using an oil-immersion x100 objective (1.4 NA) with x2 digital zoom and a z-step of 0.25µm. Z-stacks of the inner hair cell base area were analyzed offline as 3D reconstructions in Amira (Visage Imaging). Individual ribbons (anti-CtBP2 puncta) were quantified and expressed as synaptic ribbons per number of inner hair cells in the stack (anti-Myosin VIIa cytoplasmic
### 3.3 Forward masking

The forward masking behavioral and ABR measures were carried out at Technical University of Denmark in Lyngby, Denmark. During the experiments, subjects were seated in an acoustically and electrically shielded booth (double-walled from IAC). For the forward masking ABR measures, participants watched a silent, captioned movie of their choice, ignoring the acoustic stimuli. A desktop computer outside the booth controlled all aspects of the experiment, including triggering, sound delivery and storing data. The stimuli were presented via Fireface UCX (RME, Haimhausen Germany) and triggers were sent from a RME ADI-8 trigger box (RME, Haimhausen Germany). A headphone driver presented sound through ER-2 insert phones (Etymotic, Elk Grove Village, IL). All sounds were digitized at a sampling rate of 44.1kHz. For the forward masking behavioral experiments, subjects responded using a touch screen in the booth. All tests were measured in the left ear with the exception of one subject.

#### 3.3.1 Participants

Twenty (four female) subjects, aged from 20-40 years (mean=26.95), were recruited from Technical University of Denmark in Lyngby, Denmark. All participants had pure-tone hearing thresholds better than 20dB HL in the tested ear at octave frequencies between 125 and 8000Hz shown in Fig.3-3. Subjects provided informed consent in accordance with protocols established at Technical University of Denmark.

#### 3.3.2 Pure Tone Thresholds

Pure-tone thresholds were measured for each subject using a three-interval alternative forced choice task (AFC; the psychophysical-measurement package for MATLAB, University of Oldenburg, Germany). Thresholds were collected in the tested ear at
octave frequencies between 125 and 8000Hz, each 100ms in duration. On each trial, the presentation of each interval was indicated by highlighting the interval button on the screen. The listener was asked to identify which of the three intervals contained the pure-tone signal. Intervals were separated by 201ms and trials were separated by 660ms. A nonparametric, 2-up 1-down adaptive procedure was used to obtain thresholds [62]. Pure-tone level started at 50dB SPL and was reduced by 5, 2, and then 1dB in the tracking procedure to reach threshold. The step-size was changed after each upper reversal. Threshold was defined as the mean of the last six reversals. This measure was repeated twice for each pure-tone. If a threshold was a standard deviation away from the mean of the two repetitions, an additional threshold would be measured for the pure-tone(s) condition(s). Outlying thresholds were not used in the analysis.

![Figure 3-3: Pure-tone thresholds expressed in dB SPL for each participant of the forward masking study. Solid line represents mean threshold at each tested frequency. Dashed lines depict individual pure-tone thresholds.](image)

Figure 3-3: Pure-tone thresholds expressed in dB SPL for each participant of the forward masking study. Solid line represents mean threshold at each tested frequency. Dashed lines depict individual pure-tone thresholds.
### 3.3.3  Forward masking behavioral experiment

The same AFC package described above was used to measure forward masking detection thresholds. The masker was a 100ms broadband noise presented at a level of 35 and 70dB SPL. The noise was ramped with a 20ms $\cos^2$ rise-decay to minimize the use of onset cues. The bandwidth of the noise was limited by the sampling frequency (i.e., 44.1kHz) and the frequency response of the ear phones. The probe was a flat-spectrum, broadband, “synchronized” chirp spanning the frequency of 0.08-20kHz [24]. This chirp is designed to account for the group delay observed in the traveling wave along the cochlea by first presenting low- and then high-frequency components in time [24]. As illustrated in Fig.1-2, the probe was presented following the masker at MPIs of 20, 40, 72, 132, 168, and 201ms. On each trial, two of the three intervals contained only the masker and one interval presented the masker followed by the probe at a fixed MPI. Listeners were asked to identify the interval in which the probe was present. For each MPI and masker level condition, the probe level was varied to obtain detection threshold. The probe level started at 70dB peSPL and was adaptively changed using the same step-sizes in the pure-tone threshold procedure. Conditions were randomly presented in blocks and two repetition of each condition was implemented. A third repetition was acquired if any of the thresholds were a standard deviation away from the mean across repetitions.

Additionally, chirp thresholds (i.e. without a preceding masker) were measured using the same experimental design. Subject’s were asked to identify the chirp in one of three intervals on each trial. The chirp level started at 50dB peSPL and was varied adaptively.

### 3.3.4  Forward masking ABR

Forward masking ABRs were recorded in the left ear using a 5-channel EEG system (Biosemi Active II system, Amsterdam, Netherlands). The 5-channel configuration included channels, Pz, Cz, Fz on the 32-channel cap along with the left and right mastoids. ABR was measured using the same masker and probe as in the forward
masking behavioral task (i.e. masker=100ms broadband noise at 35 and 70dB SPL, probe=synchronized chirp). In contrast to the forward masking detection task, the probe level was fixed at 90dB peSPL to elicit a strong response from low and high-SR fibers. A repetition rate of 2Hz, measured from onset of masker in the previous trial to onset of masker in the current trial, was used to limit adaptation and fatigue in the ANFs. In addition, a 20ms jitter was introduced in the repetition rate to avoid the accumulation of any stationary interference including the 50Hz power-line noise.

Forward masking ABR was recorded for MPIs of 20, 40, and 201ms at different masker levels (35 and 70dB SPL) yielding a total of 6 stimulus conditions. Each condition had 1500 repetitions presented randomly. Additionally, chirp-ABR (without a preceding masker) was recorded for the control condition using the same chirp level and repetition rate. The channels were referenced to the average of the mastoid channels. The ABR wave-V was best identified using the Cz to average mastoids; thus, we used this configuration for wave-V latency analysis.

Recorded data sampled at 16.384kHz was filtered between 100-2000Hz. Power line noise (50Hz and harmonics) was removed by applying Thomson’s regression method as implemented in the Chronux toolbox [10]. The filtered data were then time-epoched from -10 to 10ms relative to the offset of the chirp. Bad trials were removed by analyzing the distribution of the overall amplitude across trials. The number of trials was equalized across conditions for each subject. Peak latency of wave-V was identified using visual overlay cursors on a computer screen. The change in wave-V latency was defined as the difference in the wave-V latency across tested MPIs.

3.4 Statistical tests

Unless otherwise specified, statistical inference was performed by fitting mixed-effects models to the data and adopting a model comparison approach [3]. Fixed-effects terms were included for the various experimental factors whereas subject-related effects were treated as random. In order to not over-parameterize the random effects, models were compared with and without each term using the Akaike information criterion [89].
All model coefficients and covariance parameters were estimated using restricted maximum likelihood as implemented in the lme4 library in R. An F approximation for the type-II scaled Wald statistic was employed to make inferences about the fixed effects [54]: this approximation is more conservative in estimating Type I error in contrast to the Chi-squared approximation and performs well even with complex random-effects covariance structures [104]. The p-values and F-statistics based on this approximation are reported.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 ABR in noise

The purpose of this study was two-fold: to determine 1) whether noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy in animals influences how ABR wave-V latency shifts with increasing background noise level and 2) if ABR wave-V latency shifts are related to individual differences in supra-threshold temporal coding in a group of young NHT human listeners.

Methods and measures were designed to reveal the contributions of low-SR fibers, which have been shown to be vulnerable to noise exposure [106, 36, 68] and may be important for coding in acoustic scenes with multiple talkers and background noise [8, 5]. Specifically, we employed:

1. High sound levels, where the contribution of low-SR fibers to the overall population response is greater, in contrast to low sound intensities where the response is high-SR dominated [63].

2. Broadband noise maskers for our ABR measures, to highlight the resistance of low-SR fibers to background noise [22, 127].

3. Off-frequency maskers for our psychophysical measures, to reduce the contribution of off-frequency high-SR fibers to encoding of the target stimulus.

Envelope ITD sensitivity was chosen as the target task because sound localization based on timing information relies on the time-locked synchronous response of ANFs.
We specifically studied sensitivity to envelope ITD with carrier frequencies of 2 and 4kHz because noise-induced threshold shifts often present as notches around 4kHz, and because ABR wave-V arises from mid to high frequencies [1].

4.1.1 Click-evoked otoacoustic emissions

Fig.4-1 shows the mean COAE spectral power growth rate relative to input click level in each frequency band. The growth rate (i.e., slope) of the COAE spectral power relative to the input level (i.e., COAE spectral power-click level) represents the amount of compression in those frequency regions, which likely reflects OHC function [110, 109]. If there is OHC damage, the COAE is expected to grow more linearly with click level. The growth function was fitted on a log scale; thus, a slope of 0 would mean that the COAE spectral power grew linearly with increasing stimulus level while a negative slope depicts a compressive growth.

![Graph of COAE spectral power growth rate](image)

Figure 4-1: Mean COAE spectral power growth rate with increasing stimulus level for each frequency band. Growth rate is the slope of the normalized COAE spectral power as a function of the stimulus level. COAE spectral power is normalized to the stimulus level. Error bars depict standard error. Notice that the number of subjects varies for each frequency band as not all subjects had reliable COAE in each frequency band.
There appears to be larger compression in the higher frequency bands and moderate variability across subjects, as depicted by the standard error. However, we found no significant correlation between the individual differences in this measure and that of the envelope ITD thresholds or the ABR wave-V latency shifts with noise. Thus, the differences we observe in the ABR and ITD measure do not seem to be significantly affected by changes in cochlear mechanics.

4.1.2 Wave-V latency, wave-I amplitude and temporal acuity in humans

Click-evoked ABRs recorded with scalp electrodes showed a robust wave-V in both quiet and noise-masked conditions. Responses to stimuli in quiet showed a clear decrease in wave-V latency with increasing stimulus level, consistent with earlier reports (e.g., [23]). This effect is likely due to the broadening of peripheral auditory filters with level, yielding shorter impulse responses and an excitation pattern that peaks more basally along the basilar membrane [83, 46]. In contrast, masked ABRs showed evidence of increasing wave-V latency with background noise level Fig.4-2 (A-D). Measuring the slope of this latency vs. masker-level function, as calculated by linear fit, helps normalize for inter-subject differences in the timing of this wave due to gender, age and anatomy [77]. As seen in Fig.4-3, wave-V latency shift varied over a wide range for our NHT subjects from, 0.0018-0.0464ms/dB. From here on we will refer to this slope as the “ABR wave-V latency shift”.

Concomitantly, we found large individual differences in the binaural measure of temporal coding fidelity, like that observed in prior studies [5, 102]. When an off-frequency masker was used, envelope ITD thresholds for carrier frequencies of 2 and 4kHz varied over a wide range across our NHT listeners, from about 200µs to 800µs, Fig.4-3 (B and D). This range is greater, and the threshold values are higher, than past reports (e.g., [27]). These difference may arise because, unlike previous studies, we 1) presented our stimuli at a relatively high intensity, 2) introduced off-frequency maskers, and 3) tested a lower envelope modulation rate. When the
Figure 4-2: Sample human ABRs in noise using a 80dB peSPL click at different background noise levels for 4 listeners. Note how wave-V latency shifts with increasing noise level. At each noise level, peak ABR wave-V latency was defined and a linear regression was fitted to all noise level conditions where ABR wave-V was identifiable for each listener (inset in each plot). The slope of each fit was used for analysis.
stimulus is presented with a low-pass noise alone Fig.4-3 (C), the envelope ITD thresholds improve and the variability decreases, suggesting that listeners benefit from recruitment of off-frequency high-SR fibers in this temporal encoding task.

To evaluate the relative contributions of different factors to envelope ITD discrimination, we used a linear mixed-effects regression model. The model included fixed-effect terms for age, pure-tone thresholds at 2 and 4kHz, gender, carrier frequency, and ABR wave-V latency shift. Although the 2 and 4kHz pure-tone thresholds were correlated with envelope ITD threshold, their respective contributions to ITD sensitivity cannot be disentangled from each other. However, because neither is correlated with the ABR wave-V latency shift, discarding them does not affect inferences about how the ABR wave-V latency shift is related to envelope ITD coding. The main effect of the ABR wave-V latency shift was significant for predicting the envelope ITD thresholds $[F(1,14.671)=15.16, p=0.0015]$.

Post-hoc analysis revealed that the smaller the wave-V latency shift, the poorer the listener was at detecting changes in envelope ITD in the presence of off-frequency masking noise (Fig.4-3 B and D). This correlation was significant for both the 2kHz ($r=-0.538, p=0.0098$) and 4kHz carrier frequencies ($r=-0.636, p=0.0019$). However, when off-frequency cues were not masked (i.e., only low-pass masking noise is used), the two measures did not correlate ($r=-0.418, p=0.0605$, Fig.4-3, (C)). Further, the amount that the notched noise affects a listener’s ITD threshold relative to the low-pass noise condition was correlated with the ABR wave-V latency shift ($r=-0.476, p=0.046$): listeners who were hurt more by the notched noise had a smaller wave-V latency shift, as shown in Fig.4-4. This is consistent with the interpretation that the individual differences in envelope ITD sensitivity in notched noise (Fig.4-3, B and D) are driven primarily by the contribution of on-frequency ANFs and reflect the temporal encoding of low-SR fibers. At higher stimulus levels, as tested here, the low-SR fibers are relatively more synchronized to the envelope modulation of the acoustic signal than high-SR fibers [8]. Thus, the timing difference in the envelope of our stimulus may largely but not entirely be encoded by the low-SR fibers.
Figure 4-3: ABR wave-V latency change in noise correlates with perceptual performance on temporal-cue tasks. A: Sample masked human ABRs using a 80dB pESPL click at different background noise levels. The rate of change of the wave-V latency with noise level was compared to envelope ITD sensitivity measured using a transposed tone with center frequency of B: 4kHz and D: 2kHz presented with notched noise. Notch width was equivalent to the ERB of the used center frequency. X-axis in plots depicts the slope of each fit. There is a significant correlation between sensitivity to envelope ITD and the slope describing ABR wave-V latency change with noise level when the ITD sensitivity is measured using notched noise. When the transposed tone was presented with a low-pass noise, allowing off-frequency listening (C), the envelope ITD sensitivity did not correlate with the masked ABR wave-V latency rate of change.
Figure 4-4: ABR wave-V latency shift in noise correlates with the cost of ITD thresholds at a 2kHz carrier. The ITD threshold cost is defined as the difference between ITD thresholds in notched noise vs. in low pass noise. The higher the cost (i.e. larger the threshold difference), the smaller the ABR wave-V latency shift and vice versa.

To better understand the underlying mechanisms of the ABR wave-V latency shift in noise, we compared the individual differences in the wave-V latency shift with how wave-V latency changed with stimulus level (in quiet). These two measures did not correlate, suggesting that the wave-V latency shift is not due to changes in the cochlear excitation pattern with overall level. Furthermore, no significant relationship was found between ABR wave-V latency shift and how wave-V amplitude changes with either the stimulus level (in quiet) or the noise level. The results are consistent with our hypothesis and suggest that a loss of low-SR fibers yields sound coding deficits that affect both hearing in background noise and in coding temporal information important for the ITD task.

Because wave-V is dominated by the IC or LL [81], it is unclear whether the differences in ABR wave-V latency shifts are a direct consequence of differences in AN response or from a later stage of processing. To investigate this, we measured ABR wave-I to high-level clicks (60-100dB SPL) using ear-canal electrodes (“tiptrodes”),
positioned closer to the AN generators. As shown in Fig.4-5, there was a significant relationship between wave-I growth and ABR wave-V latency shift ($r=0.66$, $p=0.036$): listeners with a steeper ABR wave-I growth curve had larger wave-V latency shifts. This is consistent with our hypothesis that differences in ABR wave-V latency shift arise from changes in the ANF response. In contrast, there was no correlation between wave-I amplitude growth and wave-V amplitude growth in quiet ($r=-0.1801$, $p>0.05$), consistent with the idea that after cochlear damage, there are compensatory increases in gain in the auditory central pathway that maintain the magnitude of the wave-V response [105, 107].

![Figure 4-5: Human ABR wave-I amplitude growth correlates with ABR wave-V latency shift with noise level in 10 NHT listeners. ABR wave-I amplitude was defined by peak amplitude relative to 5ms baseline. ABR wave-I amplitude growth slope with click level was calculated using a linear regression.](image)

4.1.3 Wave-IV latency, wave-I amplitude and cochlear synaptopathy in mice

Although our human data suggest that individual differences in the wave-V latency shift in NHT listeners arise from changes in AN responses, studying masked ABRs
in mice with noise-induced AN degeneration allows a more direct test of the hypothesis. Mice were divided into three groups: 1) unexposed (controls), 2) exposed to octave-band noise (8-16kHz) at 94dB SPL designed to cause only transient threshold elevation and no ANF loss (non-neuropathic group) and 3) exposed to the same noise at 100dB SPL, causing transient threshold elevation, and no hair cell loss, yet marked degeneration of AN synapses (neuropathic group).

Cochlear synaptopathy was assessed by immunostaining with an antibody to a major protein in the presynaptic ribbon, present at each synaptic contact between an ANF and the hair cell it contacts [47]. The neuropathic group showed a significant reduction in ribbons per hair cell compared to unexposed controls (44%) and to the non-neuropathic mice, whereas the non-neuropathic group showed ribbon counts statistically indistinguishable from controls (Fig.4-6, A). Prior work has shown that the loss of synaptic connections is associated with a corresponding decrease (36%) in the supra-threshold amplitude of ABR wave-I [47]. The wave-I amplitude growth was reduced in the neuropathic group by 50% relative to the control, whereas the non-neuropathic mice showed a reduction which was statistically insignificant compared to the control (Fig.4-6, B).

To evaluate ABR latency shifts in noise, we examined wave-IV in the mice because it is robust and reliable wave [47], and because waves I-IV in animals are approximately equivalent to waves I-V in human [81, 74]. As with the human data, the ABR wave-IV latency in mice increased with increasing noise level. The mean slope of the latency vs. noise level functions was smaller in the neuropathic group relative to control and non-neuropathic animals (Fig.4-7). A linear model with group and probe level as predictors yielded significant main effects of group \([F(2,51)=4.2, p=0.02]\) and probe level \([F(1,51)=12.09, p=0.001]\) on wave-IV latency shift with noise level. Post-hoc one-tailed t-tests revealed significant differences between the neuropathic and control mice at both probe levels (60dB, \(p=0.0045\); 80dB, \(p=0.0365\)). There was also a significant difference between the non-neuropathic and neuropathic groups at 80dB SPL (\(p=0.0328\)). In contrast, no significant differences were found in the wave-IV latency shift between the control
and non-neuropathic group at either probe level.

Figure 4-6: Reduced synaptic ribbon counts and ABR wave-I amplitude growth are observed in mice following neuropathic noise exposure. A: mean presynaptic ribbon counts per IHC across exposure groups, expressed as percent of unexposed control means. The Exposed-100dB group (red) showed a significant reduction in ribbon counts at the 32kHz cochlear frequency-location relative to the other groups. Histograms of ABR wave-I amplitude growth with stimulus level for B: control C: Exposed-94dB (non-neuropathic) and D: Exposed-100dB (neuropathic) group. Abscissa depicts percentage of wave-I growth relative to the control mean.

To evaluate outer hair cell function, we measured distortion product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAEs). Mean thresholds were similar between the control ears and the neuropathic group, with a hint of threshold elevation at the highest test frequency (Fig.4-8) suggesting mild outer hair cell damage. To examine whether the differences in ABR latency shift are ascribable to slight differences in cochlear thresholds, we designed a linear model including group, probe level, DPOAE thresholds at 32kHz (where ABRs were measured), DPOAE thresholds at 45kHz, and their interactions as predictor variables of wave-IV latency shift. This model revealed only main effects of probe level \( F(1,48)=12.14, p=0.0011 \) and group \( F(2,48)=3.26, p=0.04 \); the DPOAE thresholds were not a significant predictor \( F(1,48)=0.49, p=0.58 \). These results support the idea that the differences between the neuropathic and control mice wave-IV latency shift arise from the loss of AN synapses, rather than changes in cochlear mechanics.
Figure 4-7: In mice, ABR wave-IV latency rate of change with noise level is reduced following neuropathic noise exposure. Similar to the human ABR wave-V latency slopes, wave-IV latency was defined as peak latency, and the change in latency was fitted with a linear regression model. ABR measurements were recorded with A: 60dB SPL and B: 80dB SPL tone-pip at 32kHz. The neuropathic mice (Exposed-100dB) showed a significant reduction in mean wave-IV latency rate of change relative to the control and non-neuropathic groups.

Similar to the human data, wave-IV latency shifts were correlated with wave-I amplitude growth. To compare the wave-I amplitude growth and wave-IV latency shift, we pooled across all animals (N=54). The animals form a continuum of noise-exposure phenotypes (Fig.4-6, A) without large differences in thresholds (Fig.4-8), similar to the human subjects in the current study who all had thresholds within the “normal” audiometric range (<20dB HL). Using a mixed effect linear-model with wave-I amplitude growth, probe level, DPOAE thresholds at both 32 and 45kHz, and their interactions, we find significant main effects of only wave-I amplitude growth [F(1,50)=5.187, p=0.027] and probe level [F(1,50)=11.75, p=0.0011]. This analysis further supports the idea that cochlear synaptopathy, reflected in ABR wave-I amplitude growth, underlies the ABR wave-IV latency shift differences between the groups of mice.
Figure 4-8: Like the range of thresholds encountered in the NHT listener subject group (<20dB HL), noise-exposed mice with cochlear synaptopathy show cochlear thresholds within a “normal-hearing” range (within 20dB of controls). Mice exposed to neuropathic (100dB) noise (red) showed a modest mean elevation in cochlear thresholds in the 45kHz region compared to unexposed controls (black). Analysis with a statistical linear model suggests that noise-induced differences in DPOAE thresholds, and thus cochlear mechanics, do not account for ABR wave-IV latency changes with background noise level (see text). Data for individual mice are shown with dotted lines and open symbols; data for group means are shown with solid lines and filled symbols.

4.2 Forward masking

Forward masking at the neural level describes the phenomenon whereby the presence of a preceding stimulus (masker) decreases the response to a subsequent stimulus (probe) presented within a couple of hundreds of milliseconds following the termination of the masker. The phenomenon is thought to arise because the masker depletes the pool of readily releasable vesicles at the IHC/AN synapse, with the recovery behavior of the probe response reflecting the restocking of that pool [45].

Recovery from forward masking can be evaluated using CAP responses [98, 97], where previous work has suggested that the selective loss of low-SR fibers can be detected via changes in the CAP forward masking functions [96, 9]. Since we were
unable to successfully measure the CAP/ABR wave-I in our forward masking experiment, we hypothesize that the differences in the CAP forward-masking function may be mirrored in the recovery function of the ABR wave-V latency. Missing low-SR fibers should reduce the slowly recovering nerve population, leaving the ABR wave-V latency recovery dominated by the rapidly recovering high-SR fibers. In addition to recovering more slowly relative to high-SR fibers, low-SR fibers have higher thresholds, larger dynamic ranges, smaller effective response areas (narrower bandwidths), and are better able to preserve timing information and amplitude modulation (see review in Schmiedt et al., 1996, [106]). These characteristics may provide low-SR fibers with an increased resistance to the effects of masking. Loss of low-SR fibers may as such increase perceptual forward masking detection thresholds. This may be more evident at shorter MPIs where the high-SR have not fully recovered and the resistance to masking characteristic of low-SR fibers may be important for encoding the stimulus.

4.2.1 Behavioral vs. physiological forward masking

Sample ABR recordings are shown in Fig.4-9 for two subjects. When the masker is presented at 35dB SPL, the wave-V latency changes very little, if at all, with increasing MPI (Fig.4-9, A and B). However, at the higher noise level, there is a monotonic decrease of the wave-V latency with increasing MPI (Fig.4-9, C and D). The ABR wave-V latency and behavioral results of NHT subjects for the two masker levels are summarized in Fig.4-10. Each line represents an individual listener and all data is normalized to the control to reduce differences in external factors that can affect detection thresholds and ABR. The peak ABR wave-V latency is plotted as the amount of latency shift relative to control (no preceding masker) as a function of MPI. Similarly, the forward masking detection thresholds are represented as the shift in thresholds in the presence of a preceding masker (i.e., threshold with preceding masker-threshold without masker). We did not measure control ABR in four of our participants and hence, the plots show data for only 16 of our listeners.

At a masker level of 35dB SPL, little effect of forward masking was observed on
either the ABR wave-V latency (Fig.4-10, A) or forward masking thresholds (Fig.4-10, B). The forward masking function, in general, was quite flat for both the wave-V latency and detection thresholds as a function of MPI across subjects. One listener had shorter ABR wave-V latencies in the forward masking experiment relative to the control. This may be because slight differences in the stimulus repetition rate of the chirp in the forward masking vs. the control experiment affected the ABR wave-V latency [18, 14, 15]: the inter-stimulus interval in the forward masking experiment was defined from onset to onset of the masker. Although this was fixed to 2Hz, the chirp presentation rate slightly varied as the MPI differed from trial to trial. In contrast, the repetition rate of the chirp in the control experiment was fixed to 2Hz. Nevertheless, the modest effect of forward masking observed could be because this masker level was insufficient to elicit a strong response from both SR fiber types. Yet the high level chirp induced a strong response from all SR fibers, as the vesicles had not been depleted due to the preceding masker.

In contrast, we observed a stronger effect of forward masking in the ABR and detection thresholds when the masker level was increased to 70dB SPL (lower panel; Fig.4-10, C and D). This masker presumably elicited a response from both high and low-SR fibers. The vesicle depletion due to the masker maybe more prominent in the high-SR ANF because of the smaller synaptic ribbon at their synapse [69]. Hence, the probe response may be dominated by low-SR fibers.

Large individual differences were observed in the shift in the ABR wave-V latency and the detection thresholds, especially at MPIs <72ms. Further, the forward-masking recovery function of the ABR wave-V latency and detection thresholds with MPI varied from subject to subject. As seen in past studies, the forward-masking recovery function consists of a fast and slow time component and can be modelled as a sum of two exponential functions [96, 80]. In the forward masking detection task, the fast time component was defined as thresholds for MPI<72ms. In our forward masking ABR, the fast time component of the wave-V latency recovery function was defined by MPI<40ms as we did not record ABR at a 72ms gap. At longer MPIs, t-test reveals no significant differences in detection thresholds and thus, we
define this segment as the slow time component for the forward-masking function. In both experiments, we presume that the fast time component of the forward-masking function has contribution from both SR fiber groups.

To derive a single metric of forward masking for each listener, detection thresholds at MPIs between 20-70ms were fitted using a power law function. This fit yielded a single exponential constant for the fast component of the forward masking recovery function that describes how quickly the forward masking detection thresholds decreased with MPI. We opted to compare this fit to the change in peak ABR wave-V latency from 20 to 40ms MPI because we were limited to the few MPI conditions we measured.

To evaluate the relative contribution of different factors to forward masking threshold recovery function at short MPIs, a linear regression model was implemented. The model included the fixed-effect terms for the ABR wave-V peak latency shift from 20 to 40ms MPI, and gender. Additionally, we wanted to look at the contribution of the pure-tone thresholds measured for the seven tested frequencies since broadband stimuli were used in the experiment. However, these thresholds were correlated with each other. To disentangle their respective contribution, principle component analysis (PCA) was used. The first two components of this analysis, which roughly accounted for 75% of the variance in the pure-tone thresholds, were also used as predictors in the model. The main effect of the ABR wave-V latency shift form 20 to 40ms MPI was the only significant predictor for the forward masking threshold recovery function at short MPIs [F(1,14)=6.0232, p=0.0278].

Fig.4-11 shows the post-hoc comparison between the wave-V peak latency shift from 20 to 40ms MPI and the time constant of the fast component of the forward masking threshold recovery function. We observed a significant relationship between the amount of change in wave-V latency and forward masking detection thresholds at short MPIs [r=0.6164, p=0.0053]; listeners with a larger change in wave-V latency also had greater change in forward masking detection thresholds at short MPIs. This relationship remained when simply comparing the change in ABR wave-V latency to
the change in forward masking detection thresholds from 20 to 40ms MPI \( r=0.6612, p=0.005 \). This is consistent with our hypothesis of a selective loss of low-SR fibers: the recovery of the CAP will be dominated by rapidly recovering high-SR fibers in listeners with low-SR loss thereby resulting in a faster change both in CAP and wave-V latency with increasing MPI.

Further, we find that the listeners with a larger decrease in wave-V latency from 20 to 40ms MPI are perceptually hurt more by a preceding masker at the 20ms MPI (i.e., higher thresholds, Fig.4-12) \( r=0.5348, p=0.0151 \). Interestingly, the listeners who were affected more by the preceding masker at 20ms MPI also showed greater shifts in detection thresholds at the longest tested MPI (201ms) relative to control \( r=0.6, p=0.0052 \). In the ABR measurements, listeners whose ABR wave-V latencies are shifted more by a preceding masker at 20ms MPI, also exhibit a larger decrease in wave-V latency from 20 to 40 ms MPI. Although this may be trivial, this relationship holds for all MPIs tested and emphasizes the importance of low-SR fibers’ resistance to masking. A loss of these high-threshold fibers may lead to a larger effect of the preceding masker on the probe response at short MPIs. The increased effect of masking with AN loss may result in higher detection thresholds and ABR wave-V latency shift as observed in this data.
Figure 4-9: Sample ABR recordings in forward masking for 2 subjects at both 35 dB (top panel) and 70dB (bottom panel) masker level.
Figure 4-10: ABR wave-V latency shifts re to control in the presence of a 35dB SPL (A) and 70dB SPL (C) preceding masker as function of MPI. Forward masking detection thresholds re to control with a 35dB SPL (B) and 70dB SPL (D) masker at different MPIs. ABR wave-V latency is defined as the peak latency of the wave and is plotted as the shift in latency relative to control where there is no preceding masker. Similarly, forward masking thresholds are shown as the amount of forward masking relative to thresholds in the absence of a preceding masker (control). Each line presents a subject.
Figure 4-11: Comparison of the change in ABR wave-V latency from 20 to 40ms MPI was significantly correlated with the time constant that described the recovery of the forward masking thresholds at MPI<72ms. As indicated by the arrow, a more negative time constant depicts a faster recovery/change in forward masking detection thresholds with MPI.
Figure 4-12: The change in ABR wave-V latency from 20 to 40ms MPI was also a significant predictor of the amount of masking on forward masking thresholds at a 20ms MPI. The larger the decrement of forward masking thresholds at a 20ms MPI (higher threshold), the larger the change in ABR wave-V latency.
Chapter 5

MODELING ABR IN NOISE AND FORWARD MASKING

5.1 Background and motivation

We have thus far shown through experimental results that ANF loss affects ABR wave-V latency in noise and perhaps in forward masking. Although a considerable body of work, including the work in this thesis, describes the phenomenology of population responses like the ABR, not much is known about their relationship to single neuron responses. More importantly, it is still unclear whether a general loss of ANFs or a selective degeneration of low-SR fibers affects wave-V latency in noise and in forward masking. Thus, computational modeling is necessary to understand the neural mechanisms underlying the effects we observe in ABR wave-V latency in different masking paradigms.

Most existing functional ABR models have focused on simulating latency changes with increasing stimulus level [23, 101, 118] and until recently, they failed to adequately account for the latency shift with level. The most recent model by Verhulst et al. (2015; [118]) has successfully captured the ABR wave-V latency decrease of 1.2-2ms for a stimulus level increase of 40 dB [23, 30, 115]. Unlike previous models that use single-unit AN models to drive population responses in parallel auditory filterbanks [130, 133, 132], the Verhulst model uses a transmission
line to capture level-dependent features of the cochlear processing in combination with single-unit models of AN fibers, cochlear nucleus (CN) and IC neurons.

Although ABR wave-V latency changes with stimulus level have now been successfully simulated, model predictions of ABR wave-V latency changes in noise and in forward masking have to yet to be implemented. Here, we try to simulate ABR wave-V latency in noise using AN models that have a parallel filter bank cochlea [132] and a transmission line cochlea [118]. The Zilany et al. (2014; [132]) model is a well accepted phenomenological model of the auditory system; however, the fundamental issue with a parallel filter bank model of the cochlea is that the relative latency of responses across frequencies is mostly determined by free model parameters, rather than being constrained by the physics of the cochlear mechanics. As a result, the model introduces arbitrary frequency dependence in the gain of the IHC response driving the AN and in the AN threshold parameters in order to fit experimental data. The frequency dependence imposed on the AN thresholds does not match the AN physiology literature: AN thresholds are SR-dependent and frequency-independent. Motivated by this, we used the Verhulst et al. (2015, [118]) model, which overcomes these limitations by using a nonlinear transmission-line model of the cochlea. This traveling wave model inherently captures the across-frequency mechanics of the cochlea without introducing frequency-dependence at subsequent stages. Importantly, this model adjusts the AN synapse parameters to be SR-dependent and the immediate permeability of the synapse to be level dependent.

To validate our hypothesis of increasing low-SR contribution in noise, we explore how preferential loss of different SR fibers affects AN, CN, and IC latency and amplitude in background noise. Additionally, the effects of low-SR fibers on the CAP recovery function in forward masking are simulated. Both models show that with increasing background noise level, the contribution of low-SR fibers increases; however, the models fail to quantitatively capture the latency increase with noise level.
5.2 Model descriptions

5.2.1 Acoustic Stimulus

To simulate ABR in background noise, a click train consisting of a 100, 80µs clicks in broadband noise was used. Click level was fixed at 80dB peSPL while the background noise level varied from 42-82dB SPL in 10dB steps matching our experimental stimuli. The click repetition was 10Hz.

For the forward masking simulations, a 100ms broadband noise followed by a “synchronized” flat spectrum chirp was used [24]. The masker (i.e., broadband noise) was presented at 70dB SPL while the chirp level was kept constant at 90dB peSPL. The chirp contained frequency components ranging from 0.08-20kHz. Further, the simulations was implemented using MPI of 0, 10, 20, 40, 100, 500, 1000ms with a control condition without a preceding masker. All stimuli were generated at a 100kHz sampling rate.

5.2.2 Auditory nerve model

Simulations were implemented using two models: 1) a parallel filter bank cochlear model coupled to a humanized AN model [132] and 2) a transmission line model of the cochlea combined with an AN synapse model [118]. Detail descriptions of the two models can be found in Zilany et al. (2006, 2009, 2014; [131, 133, 132]) and Verhulst et al. (2015, [118]). From here on out, for brevity we will refer to the first model as the Zilany model and the second model as the Verhulst model.

The structure of the Zilany model is shown in Fig.5-1. This AN model calculates the instantaneous discharge rate for individual AN fibers in response to a given acoustic stimulus defined in pascals. The parameters of this model are set to estimate human responses. Detailed descriptions of the model stages are provided in Zilany and Bruce 2006, 2009, 2014, [131, 133, 132]. The input to the middle ear (ME) is an instantaneous pressure waveform of the stimulus in pascals sampled at 100kHz. The ME filter is followed by three parallel filter paths: the C1 and C2 filters in the signal.
path and the broadband filter in the control-path. The control-path regulates the gain and bandwidth of the C1 filter to account for several level-dependent properties in the cochlea [130]. The C1 filter produces the tuning properties for the model BM response that provides input to the C1 IHC transduction function. The C2 filter is implemented based on the two-factor cancellation hypothesis [55]. The combined response of the transduction functions following the C1 and C2 filters provides the input to a seventh-order IHC lowpass with a 3kHz cutoff frequency. The IHC output drives the model for the IHC-AN synapse, which is described by the time-varying three-store diffusion model of Westerman and Smith (1988, [123]) followed by a power-law adaptation that captures the adaptation properties of the AN [133]. We bypass the spike-generator in this model and use the synapse output for our simulations and analysis. Thus, the simulations shown here do no take into account refractoriness observed in AN post-spike timing histograms because we focus on onset responses, where this effect is not critical.
Fig. 5-2 provides an overview of the different processing stages in the Verhulst model. In this model, the stimulus pressure passes through a 4kHz low-pass and 0.6kHz high-pass filter with a pass-band gain that matches those of the human ME transfer function [94]. The filtered stimulus enters a nonlinear transmission-line model of the cochlear partition [119], after which basilar membrane (BM) velocity is translated to IHC bundle deflection. The deflections at each characteristic frequency (CF) is passed through a compressive nonlinear function and a second-order 1kHz cutoff low-pass filter to account for the degradation of TFS phase locking. The filter order of this model is smaller than that of the Zilany and thus, the alternating to direct current ratio rolls off more slowly with CF. Nevertheless, the lower cutoff frequency (1 instead of 3kHz in Zilany model) qualitatively matches the model response to data [87].

The AN stage of the model is based off of the Zilany AN model but differs in that the AN thresholds were made SR-dependent. Further, SR-dependence in this three-store diffusion synapse model was implemented [123, 129]. The immediate permeability in the diffusion model was the only level-dependent parameter in the AN synapse [118]. This model also uses the synapse output rather than AN spikes as input to the brainstem model.

In both models, the response of the different SR fibers were weighted at each CF according to the known population size. Here, we assigned 47% of the population of ANFs as low-SR (includes med-SR) and the remaining 53% as high-SR ANFs. This distribution is based on the ANF recordings of Furman et al. 2013 in guinea pigs [36]. At each CF, the weighted instantaneous firing rates of AN fibers are summed and used as the input to the CN model stage described below.

### 5.2.3 Brainstem model

To obtain ABR wave-V, a functional inhibition/excitation model of the spherical bushy cells in the ventral cochlear nucleus (VCN) and IC was adopted [84]. Details of this model can be found in Nelson and Carney (2004, [84]). The model was designed to account for the common band-pass shaped modulation transfer functions of chopper
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**Figure 5-2**: Overview illustration of the Verhulst et al. 2015 auditory model [118]
and onset neurons [35]. Although this model is designed to simulate the amplitude-modulation properties of CN and IC neurons, it may also be well suited for modeling onset response such as the ABR because the neurons with the strongest sensitivity to amplitude-modulation characteristics also have onset responses with sharp temporal precision [35].

Figure 5-3: A CN and IC schematic from Nelson and Carney (2004; [84]). In both stages, the inhibition time-course is slower than that of the excitation. Further, the inhibition is weaker relative to the excitation at the level of the CN and vice-versa in the IC.

In brief, the model is comprised of a simple inhibition/excitation network for the CN and IC stage. The networks are defined by the time constants associated with excitation and inhibition and the synaptic delays associated with the CN and IC. As shown in Fig. 5-3, the inhibition is weaker relative to the excitation in the CN and vice versa in the IC. The AN instantaneous firing rate was used as the input to this brainstem model.

5.3 ABR in noise model simulations

For both models, simulated population responses were obtained by summing the instantaneous firing rate across cochlear sections either at the level of the AN (ABR wave-I), at the level of the CN (ABR wave-III), and at the level of the IC (ABR wave-V). It was assumed that there are no additional latencies introduced by tissue volume, which is justified for responses below about 10kHz where the brain/scull/scalp tissues are purely conductive [44]. In the transmission line model, only cochlear frequency channels above 175Hz were included in the summation. Similarly, the population
response of the Zilany model included channels above 500Hz. This is in line with ABR measurements which show that contributions of the mid- and high-frequency tonotopic sections of the cochlea dominate ABRs [26]. In order to explore the full frequency range of the neural responses, the simulated ABR responses were not low-pass filtered, even though experimental studies often focus exclusively on low-frequency portions of the responses and filter ABRs with a low-pass cutoff frequency between 1.5 and 3kHz. The instantaneous firing rate of the models has been baseline corrected to analyze the click response rather than the click+noise response of the models.

5.3.1 Auditory nerve

Fig.5-4 shows the AN population response for each SR fiber group for the Zilany model. The click level is fixed at 80dB peSPL where as the noise level differs in each subplot. At a low noise level of 42dB SPL (Fig.5-4, A), the high-SR response dominates the overall population response. However, as the noise level increases (Fig.5-4, A-D), the low-SR response systematically increases relative to the high-SR fibers and dominates the population response at the highest noise levels (Fig.5-4, C, D). Notice that there are additional peaks in the response following that of the onset peak. These peaks are a result of the phase dispersion in the low CF regions. The relative contribution of the low-SR ANFs to that of the combined AN response (i.e., high+low-SR fiber response) is summarized in Fig.5-5 for both models. Like the Zilany model which shows a 23% increase in low-SR contribution with a 30dB increase in noise level, the Verhulst model shows a 28% increase in low-SR contribution. Additionally, the overall contribution of the low-SR fibers in the Verhulst model is smaller than that of the filter-bank model. Nevertheless, the model simulations here are consistent with our hypothesis of low-SR recruitment with increasing noise level. In the Zilany model, there is an apparent SR-dependent latency difference as shown in Fig.5-4: the low-SR peak response is delayed to that of the high-SR response consistent with previous data showing first spike timing difference between fiber types using pure-tone stimuli [100, 11]. This latency difference is fixed despite noise level
Zilany et al. 2014 Model

Figure 5-4: Population response (sum acrossed all CFs) of low/med-SR (red) and high-SR (black) fibers to 80dB peSPL click stimulus in varying background noise level (A-D). Simulations were done using Zilany et al. 2014 auditory model [132]
Figure 5-5: Percentage of low-SR fiber contribution to the total AN population response with increasing noise level. The low-SR contribution increases in both models with noise level.

increase (Fig.5-6, A). As the low-SR contribution increases with noise level, the peak population response latency progressively reflects the latency of the low-SR fibers (Fig.5-6, A: red trace) consistent with our hypothesis. Note, that this latency shift of approximately 0.61ms is too small compared to our experimental results that show ABR wave-V latency shifts of 0.8-1.2ms with a 40dB SPL increase in noise level. Nevertheless, this trend is consistent with what we observe in our data and previous studies [12, 13, 17, 15]. Furthermore, the latency shift in the AN response diminishes with a complete loss of low-SR fibers (Fig.5-6, A: blue trace). Partial loss of low-SR fibers has a small effect on the latency shift as shown in the dashed traces in Fig.5-6 (A). In fact, the reduced latency shift with noise level becomes apparent when there is 75% and 85% low SR loss. In contrast to the Zilany model, the Verhulst model does not show the SR-dependent onset latency difference. Thus, the latency increase with noise level is not observed in this model (Fig.5-6, B). A marked difference between the two models, is the excitation pattern along the cochlea (Fig.5-7). In quiet, the strongest AN click response arises at frequency regions >2kHz (Fig.5-7, A) in the Zilany model in contrast to the Verhulst model that yields a peak response around the
Figure 5-6: AN peak latency of the A) Zilany and B) Verhulst model as a function of noise level. The AN latency begins to reflect the low-SR latency at higher noise levels in the Zilany model (A). Systematic loss of these fibers reduces the shift in AN latency with noise level. The AN peak latency in the Verhulst model does not change with noise level and little SR-dependent latency difference is observed (B).

1kHz cochlear region (Fig.5-7, B). The addition of background noise reduces the high-frequency response in the Zilany model; therefore, there is an apical shift in response with increasing noise level. The Verhulst model, however, shows an overall reduction in response with noise level. One can argue that perhaps the latency increase with noise level we observe in (Fig.5-6, A) is due to an apical shift in the peak response on the cochlea. However, this contradicts past studies that show that the latency shift in noise is due to neural/synaptic mechanisms [12, 13, 17, 15]. Additionally, the model shows that the loss of low-SR fibers has an effect on the latency shift despite this excitation pattern change.

5.3.2 ABR simulation using unitary response

To simulate ABR responses, the convolution model of ABR generation described in Rønne et al. 2012 [101] was used. The generation of ABR was first described as a summation of individual brainstem cell potentials in response to a given stimulus [76].
Figure 5-7: AN response to click stimuli in noise at various noise levels for each simulated characteristic frequency in the Zilany (A) and Verhulst (B) model.

The potential of a cell in response to a given acoustic stimulus can be determined by a convolution between the instantaneous firing rate of that cell and a unitary response (UR) function. The UR function is defined as the potential produced between the electrode positions on the scalp each time the cell discharges. To obtain an ABR using the convolution method, all cells need to be considered individually. However, Melcher and Kiang (1996, [76]) suggested that cells can be grouped by the physiological type of the cell and all cells of a population described are assumed to have the same UR, as they have the same morphological and electrical properties. Following this suggestions, Dau (2003, [23]) assumed that the instantaneous firing functions of the medial superior olive (MSO), anteroventral cochlear nucleus (AVCN) are the same as in the AN and thus, have the same UR function. As such, the generation of the ABR (specifically waves I, III and V) using this method is thus represented as the sum of the instantaneous firing from all cells, convolved with a UR that is dependent on the electrode location on the scalp but assumed to be independent of cell type, efferent influence, and stimulus. The UR from Rønne et al. (2012; [101]) used
Figure 5-8: Computed ABR to click in noise using unitary response (A). Wave-V peak amplitude decreases differentially with increasing noise level with different SR fiber loss (B). Similarly, the simulated ABR wave-V peak latency increase with noise level differs with SR-dependent loss of ANFs (C).

Here was obtained by deconvolving a “template” click-evoked ABR with the summed neural activity pattern generated by the Zilany (2006) AN model [131] in response to a click stimulus. Here, we convolved this UR with the AN output of the Zilany model in response to the click stimulus in various levels of noise. Fig.5-8 (A) shows the simulated ABR for the different noise levels. The simulated ABR, normalized to its peak, captures wave-I, III and V. Similar to the AN response, as the noise level increases, the wave-V latency slightly increases and its amplitude decreases as summarized in Fig.5-8 (B and C). The latency shift is much smaller than observed in the AN response because of the filtering process.
The different SR ANFs differentially affects the ABR wave-V amplitude and latency in noise as observed in Fig.5-8 (B and C). The complete loss of low-SR fibers has little effect on the ABR wave-V amplitude (red vs. black trace in Fig.5-8, B). However, the latency increase with noise level is reduced with low-SR loss (Fig.5-8,C). In contrast, a complete loss of high-SR ANF loss reduces the overall wave-V amplitude (Fig.5-8,B) and delays the overall latency but leaves the latency growth with noise level intact.

5.3.3 Brainstem response

Figure 5-9: Population response (sum acrossed all simulated CFs) of the CN with only low/med-SR (blue) and high-SR (red) fibers input. CN response is to a 80dB peSPL click stimulus in varying background noise level (each panel). AN response of the Zilany model was used as the input to the CN.
Figure 5-10: Population response (sum acrossed all simulated CFs) of the IC with only low/med-SR (red) and high-SR (black) fibers input. IC response is to a 80dB peSPL click stimulus in varying background noise level (each panel). AN response of the Zilany model was used as the input to the CN which was then used as the input to the IC.

In the previous section, we showed that ABR wave-V generation using the AN response does not capture the latency shift that is observed in experimental data. As such, we turn to a functional brainstem model [84] to simulate ABR wave-III and wave-V. The inhibition and excitation dynamics of this brainstem model may perhaps alter the differences seen at the AN. ABR wave-III is defined as the summed output of the CN and wave-V is the summed output of the IC stage in this model. Fig.5-9 and Fig.5-10 shows that the low-SR response dominates at higher noise levels, reflecting the trend seen in both AN models. When the Zilany AN response is used as input to the brainstem model, the SR-dependent difference in peak latency is maintained.
(i.e. low-SR input produced delayed peak re to high-SR input, Fig.5-9) in the CN. However, the IC output that is only driven by high-SR fibers is delayed relative to that of the IC response driven by low-SR fibers (Fig.5-10) in contrast to the AN and CN stage of the model. As illustrated in the neurogram of Fig.5-11, at the level of the AN, high-SR response is strongest at low- to mid- frequency cochlear regions while low-SR response is driven by a broader frequency region. However, the low frequency response does not sum up optimally due to phase dispersion across low- to mid- frequency channels in the model (Fig.5-11, A) thereby resulting in a peak AN response that is largely driven by high-frequency channels. The bandpass behavior of the IC model smoothes out these phase differences to yield a strong IC response in the low- to mid- frequency regions (Fig.5-11, B). Thus, yielding a delayed peak IC response with high-SR ANF input. When using the Zilany AN response as the input to the brainstem model, the peak latency of the CN and IC stage of the model increase with noise level by 0.58 and 0.27ms respectively (Fig.5-12). This latency shift is not enough to capture the experimental ABR latency increase in noise. Further, the Verhulst cochlear model fails to capture even the trend of latency increase with noise level. In fact, when using the Verhulst model as input to the brainstem model, the CN and IC latency decreases with noise level as shown in Fig.5-12. This is likely due to the change in excitation pattern with increasing noise level in which the response of the low frequency channels become equivalent to that of the high frequency regions with increasing noise level (Fig.5-7). Nevertheless, the brainstem model simulation coupled with the Zilany AN model show the right trend. The loss of low-SR fibers in this model diminishes the little latency increase observed in the IC consistent with our hypothesis. However, the model simulations suggest that the mechanism underlying the latency shift comes from the change in cochlear frequency region contribution rather than the SR-dependent differences in the onset latency. It is unclear at this time to what extent these proposed mechanisms are valid.
Figure 5-11: Model simulation to click in noise stimulus at the level of the Zilany AN (top panel) and IC (bottom panel) for different SR fibers at different CFs. The color scale indicates the normalized instantaneous firing rate to the click. 80dB peSPL click in 62dB SPL noise was used as the acoustic input to the model.
Figure 5-12: CN (A) and IC (B) peak latency as a function of noise level using either the Zilany (solid) or Verhulst (dashed) AN model response as input to the brainstem model.

5.4 Forward masking ABR model simulations

To better understand the observed effects in the forward masking data discussed in section 4.2, the AN response was simulated in a forward masking paradigm. The Verhulst model was used for the simulations as it better captures the across-frequency mechanics of the cochlea likely important for broadband signals such as the chirp. Further, the Zilany model failed to capture the effects of forward masking when using the broadband masker and probe inconsistent with our data. Although we analyzed the ABR wave-V latency in the forward masking experiment, here we only look at how the AN population response (i.e., CAP/wave-I) changes with MPI because there is currently no appropriate model that captures the ABR latency effects in masking paradigms. Low-SR neuropathy in the model should 1) have a larger effect on the CAP at short MPI (i.e. larger reduction in CAP) 2) cause the CAP to recovery/grow more quickly with increasing MPI. These effects at the level of the AN may potentially translate to 1) a larger shift in ABR wave-V latency at short MPI and 2) larger change of the ABR wave-V latency in forward masking with MPI.
5.4.1 Auditory nerve

Fig.5-13 shows the model AN response in forward masking for high-SR (A), low-SR (B), and combined fibers (C). Consistent with physiological studies, the probe-elicited AN response of the high-SR fibers in the model grows more rapidly with increasing MPI than the low-SR fiber response [95]. The low-SR probe response is less affected by the preceding noise than the high-SR response (Fig.5-13, A, B). The combined AN response (Fig.5-13, C) tends to reflect the high-SR response because of their higher firing rate. These observations are summarized in Fig.5-14, which shows the AN peak response to the probe normalized to the control (i.e., no preceding masker). Notice that the AN response is almost fully recovered by 200ms MPI, consistent with our forward masking experimental data, which generally shows a full recovery of the wave-V latency and detection thresholds by 201ms. Also, in the model, the low-SR response to the probe goes above that of the control. This is an artifact and is likely because of the grouping of the low- and medium-SR fibers, which have different recovery times in the model (i.e., medium-SR have a fast recovery compared to the low-SR). When there is a selective loss of low-SR fibers, the relative growth of the AN probe response (i.e., CAP/ABR wave-I) is faster than the combined response of both low- and high- SR fibers, as shown in Fig.5-15. Additionally, to determine whether peripheral changes affects the forward-masking time course of the AN CAP, we simulated hearing impairment (HI) in the model by reducing the compression and broadening the tuning of the cochlear channels. This was motivated by studies that have used changes of forward masking detection thresholds as a measure of cochlear compression [92]. Shown by the dashed traces in Fig.5-15, the reduced cochlear compression and broader tuning in the HI model accentuate the SR-dependent differences in the CAP growth with MPI: the high-SR fiber CAP grows more quickly whereas the CAP growth of the low-SR fibers is reduced relative to the NH model. However, the combined response of these fibers in the HI model does not significantly differ from that of the NH model, suggesting that peripheral changes alone do not impact the forward masking time course of the CAP growth. The SR-dependent changes in the CAP may translate to
Figure 5-13: Simulated forward masking response of high-SR (A), low-SR (B), and combined (C) ANFs. The AN probe response increases faster for the high-SR than the low-SR with increasing MPI.

differences in how ABR wave-V latency changes in forward masking: if we consider a simple integrate-and-fire neuron as representative of brainstem cell units, a reduced input to the model (i.e., smaller CAP) would delay the neural response. However, this model does not differentiate between low vs. high-SR loss. Thus, at this time, it is unclear whether a selective loss or a general loss of ANFs affects ABR wave-V latency in forward masking. Modelling of the brainstem would help answer this question.
Figure 5-14: The effect of preceding masker on the AN probe response for different SR fibers as a function of MPI. Peak AN response is normalized to peak response with no preceding masker.
Figure 5-15: Simulated probe-elicited CAP as a function of MPI for different SR fibers for NH (solid lines) and HI (dashed lines) model. The CAP is normalized to the response at a 10ms MPI.
Chapter 6

DISCUSSION

Recent animal studies have shown that both moderate noise exposure and aging can produce significant degeneration of the synaptic connections between ANFs and hair cells without changes to the hair cells themselves [58, 73, 107, 36]. This synaptopathy, which can occur immediately after noise exposure, is followed by a slow degeneration of the entire auditory nerve cell. However, once the synapse is lost, each ANF is silent, whether or not its cell body and central axon survive. This diffuse neural loss likely degrades aspects of supra-threshold auditory processing, because it appears to be selective for the subset of ANFs with high thresholds and low-SRs [36, 68], but it does not elevate thresholds as measured by conventional audiometry. Given these characteristics, this damage has been called “hidden hearing loss” [105].

6.1 ABR in noise

Motivated by the animal studies, we and others have looked for correlates of this “hidden” hearing loss in human listeners. A growing number of studies suggest that inter-subject differences in humans with NHTs measured both behaviorally and using electrophysiological measures (such as ABR wave-I amplitudes and the envelope following response or EFR) can be explained by ANF loss [113, 5]. Here, we show that compared to those with small latency shifts, the NHT listeners showing large wave-V latency shifts with increasing masker level are the listeners who perform better on a
sound localization task that requires discrimination of interaural timing differences in sound envelopes. In mice, we show that noise-induced cochlear synaptopathy reduces an analogous measure of ABR latency shift. In both mice and human subjects, the masking-noise latency shift correlates with the growth of ABR wave-I amplitude with stimulus level, but not with measures of hair cell function (helping to rule out dysfunctions involving cochlear mechanics). Taken together, the data suggest that the latency shift in masked ABRs could be a useful metric of ANF loss in human subjects.

It is difficult to compare our human results with previous studies because 1) until recently, effects typically have been investigated on a group, rather than individual level and 2) there has been more focus on absolute rather than relative measures. Evidence of a reduced latency shift in humans has been previously seen in older NHT human listeners [16]; however, this effect was only seen when the older listeners were divided into “better” and “worse” listeners based on audiogram thresholds and was also quite small. Generally, ABR wave-V latency increases with age [16]. This is in contrast to what we observed in the few listeners we tested who were over the age of 35: their absolute masked ABR latencies were short relative to the ABR latencies in our other listeners, who were all under the age of 30 (not shown). Furthermore, little difference was found in the ABR wave-V latency in quiet at the tested click levels.

### 6.1.1 Mechanisms of ABR wave-V latency shift in noise

The results here corroborate previous findings that implicate a neural rather than cochlear-place mechanism underlying ABR wave-V latency shifts in noise. Using a high-pass subtractive masking technique and varying broadband noise level, Burkard and Hecox (1987; [13]) showed that wave-V latency changes were greater than could be explained on the basis of shifts in cochlear region of excitation. Additionally, there was an interaction between stimulus repetition rate and noise level on wave-V latency [12, 13, 15]. Higher repetition rates results in a decrease in rate-induced ABR peak latency shift in the presence of masking noise, suggesting an overlap in the synaptic/neural mechanisms underlying masking-induced and rate-induced latency
shifts.

Studies suggest that the ABR wave-V latency shift with noise level is linked to neural desynchronization either originating from presynaptic events involving the synaptic vesicle cycle, or from decreased probability of discharge in post-synaptic events [12, 13, 17, 15]. Building on this neural hypothesis, we note that the degree to which noise desynchronizes ANFs is greater in high-SR than low-SR fibers, perhaps because high-SR fibers have a low response threshold and smaller dynamic range [63, 99]. In contrast, low-SR fibers, with their higher thresholds, are more resistant to masking by background noise [22] and as such, their relative contribution to the total neural response increases as noise level increases.

6.1.2 Effects of central auditory changes to ABR latency

While cochlear synaptopathy likely affects ABR wave-V latency shift with noise level, alterations in brainstem/central auditory activity may also influence the ABR latency. Hyperactivity in the central pathways has been seen after moderate noise exposure and may explain why the ABR wave-V/I amplitude ratio increases [41, 105]. At the level of the inferior colliculus (IC), older mice have a smaller response latency to amplitude-modulated sounds, perhaps due to a decrease in inhibition strength with aging [112]. Decreased inhibition at the level of the IC may also explain why the high-frequency cut-off of the EFR is lowered in humans with aging [93]. Separately, following carboplatin administration, the absolute wave-V latency increases, albeit without any changes in the slope of the latency vs. noise-level curve [17]. Carboplatin causes significant changes in the auditory periphery, including loss of IHCs at low doses. The loss of IHCs reduces the strength of ANF input to higher auditory centers, which can cause changes to central pathway processing. Further, Burkard et al. (1997; [17]) did not observe differences in the slope of the wave-V latency vs. noise level, likely because the damage caused by carboplatin was not selective to a low-SR but rather caused a general loss of ANFs. Nevertheless, this reduced input may not only lead to delayed responses but also degraded coding of temporal information [72]. Thus, it is unclear if and how central changes affect the ABR wave-V latency shift.
with noise level and how those effects are related to synaptopathy; more systematic investigation is necessary.

To disambiguate the effects of central vs. auditory nerve changes on ABR, we investigated the ABR wave-IV latency shift with noise level in mice with two types of noise exposure. Both exposures caused significant temporary threshold shifts; neither caused significant loss of sensory cells; yet only one caused significant loss of ANFs [47]. Consistent with our hypothesis, only the neuropathic exposure led to a significant reduction in the wave-IV shift. These results provide empirical evidence that the reduction in wave-IV latency shift with noise level after acoustic injury is due to the loss of ANFs rather than a direct effect of noise exposure on the central auditory system.

6.2 Cochlear synaptopathy of low-SR fibers

Although we do not show direct proof of a preferential loss of low-SR fibers in our mice, there is growing evidence that low-SR ANFs are more susceptible to deafferentation with noise exposure and age. In aged gerbils, low- and med-SR fibers in the high CF regions declined from 57% to 29% of the population [106]. Similarly, following 2 hr exposure in guinea pigs, Furman et al. (2013; [36]) observed a drop in the percentage of ANFs that had low SR, from 47% to 29%. In addition to the single-unit population studies, recent histological analysis in mice reveals a selective low-SR loss with noise exposure [68].

Low-SR fibers may have certain physical disadvantages that make them more vulnerable to excitotoxic terminal swelling. The dendritic endings of low-SR fibers tend to be long and thin, as little as half the diameter of high-SR fibers [65, 39], with similarly smaller synaptic endings. Having physically smaller cell membranes may reduce the ability of a low-SR terminal to survive the physical swelling that results after noise exposure. Furthermore, low-SR fibers contain fewer mitochondria than high-SR fibers, a difference that presumably reflects the relative demand on Na\(^+\)/K\(^+\) pumping, depending on discharge rate [64]. Studies of glutamate
excitotoxicity in central neurons suggest that Ca$^{++}$ entry is an important event in the excitotoxicity cascade, and that mitochondria are a crucial component of Ca-buffering machinery [116]. As such, it is plausible to interpret the reduction in the wave-IV latency rate of change in our neuropathic mice as arising from the loss of low-SR fibers.

6.3 Forward Masking

6.3.1 Effects of low-SR fiber deafferentation on the CAP forward masking recovery function

On a single-unit level, animal studies have shown differences in forward masking between low and high-SR fibers [95, 36]. Generally, fibers with less than 100ms recovery time are high-SR and fibers with greater than 100ms recovery time are mostly low-SR [36]. The clear separation between SR types would suggest that contributions from different SR types should be separable with gross physiology such as ABR or CAP.

Loss of low-SR fibers may increase masking at very short intervals and a complete loss may yield a full recovery of the CAP (i.e. ABR wave-I) by 100ms, at which point high-SR fibers have fully recovered to the unmasked response. Indeed, previous work shows a faster recovery of the CAP in forward masking with deafferentation of low-SR fibers [106]. However, Furman et al. (2013; [36]) did not observe the same effect with a partial loss of low-SR fibers. They explained that when considering group mean responses, when some low-SR fibers are missing, the remaining 60% of low-SR fibers seem sufficient to provide unchanged, normalized CAP responses to forward masked stimuli. Further, they suggest that one may see differences in the CAP forward masking on an individual basis before and after exposure.

Although we could not obtain reliable recordings of the ABR wave-I/CAP in forward masking in this study, we can infer that there are individual differences in the CAP forward masking recovery function based on the individual differences we see
in the ABR wave-V latency forward masking function and our modelling simulations (see chapter.5). It is plausible to propose that changes at the level of the AN affect the timing of later auditory pathways, since we showed in Fig.4-5 that the change in ABR wave-V latency with noise level is predicted by the growth of ABR wave-I both in humans and animals. Therefore, a greater shift in wave-V latency at short MPI would translate to increased masking of the CAP at these short intervals, potentially due to the loss of low-SR fibers. Additionally, the large decrease in wave-V latency with increasing MPI suggests a faster recovery of the CAP.

6.3.2 Effects of forward masking on ABR wave-V latency

In our cohort of young NHT listeners, we observed an increase in the wave-V latency at short forward-masking intervals. As the forward-masker interval increased, the wave-V latency systematically decreased reaching baseline latency by 201ms MPI. A decrease in ABR peak latency with increasing forward-masker interval has been reported previously in humans [61, 57, 13, 60, 121], gerbils [9] and mice, using tone-burst maskers and probes [122], noise-burst maskers and probes [9], and noise-burst maskers and click probes [61, 57, 13, 60, 121]. As forward-masking recovery time appears to depend on the acoustic characteristics of the probe and masker [60], comparison across studies of forward masking recovery times will not be done here. Further, although our choice of masker intensities and duration have an affect on the wave-V latency, these acoustic characteristics were kept fixed across subjects in the ABR experiment so as to target underlying neural rather than cochlear mechanisms involved with forward masking. Indeed, previous work has shown that human ABR recovery of peak latency to click stimuli from a noise forward masker is similar for a range of probe and masker level as long as the relative level of the probe to the masker is held constant [61].

The greater wave-V latency shifts that we observe in our subjects who perform relatively poorly in the forward masking detection task has been shown in studies of aging in humans [121] and animals [9, 122]. Walton et al. (1999) reported greater wave-V latency shifts at short MPI in older listeners with NHTs relative to the young
NHT group. This effect was observed only in high frequency regions, where animal studies suggest larger low-SR fiber innervations [117]. The greater wave-V latency shifts at short MPIs in the older NHT listeners subsequently yielded larger changes in wave-V latency with MPI compared to the young listeners [121].

Boettcher et al. (1996; [9]) reported that aged gerbils showed greater ABR wave-IV latency shifts than young-adult gerbils in response to a second noise-burst when preceded by a noise-burst forward masker. They argued that the prolongation of ABR wave-IV latency in aged gerbils was the result of changes in the brain of aged animals and not due to peripheral changes, because the CAP showed no age-dependent change in forward masking-induced latency shift or recovery rate. Similarly, middle-aged mice demonstrated greater wave-V latency in forward masking conditions while the CAP showed no such age-dependent latency shift [122]. This is in contrast with some previous work and our current hypothesis that aging, similar to noise exposure, would result in a selective loss of low-SR fibers. This loss would in turn cause a faster recovery of the CAP in forward masking, resulting in larger decrease in wave-V latency with increasing MPI. The animal studies described here do not show a difference in CAP recovery in forward masking between the young and aged groups. One reason may be that in both studies, the aged animals had cochlear hearing loss and thus, the peripheral changes may have masked the effects of ANF loss on the CAP recovery rate.

6.3.3 Forward masking detection thresholds

Psychophysical forward masking detection thresholds have previously been shown to be significantly correlated to speech intelligibility in interrupted noise [28, 29]. As forward masked thresholds increase (get worse), speech recognition in interrupted noise degrades. Interestingly, age related differences have also been observed in this relationship. Older listeners with NHTs show an increase in forward masking thresholds at short MPIs that correlates with a degradation of speech recognition performance in noise [28, 29]. This finding may be linked to age-related decline of ANFs that may affect how well the auditory system recovers from prior stimulation.
and speech performance in noisy environments.

Here we show that individual differences in how ABR wave-V latency changes with increasing MPI in young NHT listeners is related to not only to differences in the recovery of behavioral forward masking detection thresholds (Fig.4-11), but also to how much a listener’s detection threshold is affected by a preceding masker at a short MPI (i.e., cost, Fig.4-12). The change in both the wave-V latency and detection thresholds in forward masking is linked to the effect of a preceding masker (“cost”) at short MPIs: greater shifts in the ABR wave-V latency and the detections thresholds at 20ms MPI went hand in hand with a larger change not only in the wave-V latency but also in the forward masking detection thresholds as function of MPI. Although this may suggest a faster recovery in both thresholds and wave-V latency, our analysis suggests that this effect of preceding masker is consistent across MPIs: if a listener was hurt more by a preceding masker at 20ms, they also showed larger thresholds and wave-V latency shifts at 201ms MPI. This is similar to previous work on older NHT listeners [28, 29], who showed larger effects of forward masking (higher thresholds) relative to young controls. Further, we find that the change in wave-V latency is related to the “cost” of forward masking at short MPI: the greater the amount of masking (higher threshold shifts) at a 20ms MPI, the larger the change in wave-V with increasing MPI.

In our cohort of subjects, the differences we observed in the psychophysical forward masking measure is largest at the shortest MPIs and may reflect the contributions of different SR fibers: at a very short MPI, the probe may be encoded more robustly by low-SR fibers as their response is resistance in the presence of masking noise [22]. A loss of these fibers would presumably increase forward masking detection thresholds. Indeed, a model of the auditory periphery closely approximates human psychophysical forward masking data when high- and low-SR types are combined [75]. Additionally, because the low-SR fibers are a major input to the olivocochlear reflex [66, 82], which serves an “antimasking” role [53], a loss of these fibers should cause deficits in experiments such as forward masking.
6.3.4 Neural correlates of forward masking

Although it may be tempting to try to explain the forward masking effects we observe both in the ABR wave-V latency and behavioral thresholds in terms of the adaption properties of different SR fibers, there are other neural factors that significantly contribute to the effects seen in forward masking. For instance, forward masking can be observed in cochlear implant patients where hair cell physiology may not be relevant [70]. The inhibitory networks of the brainstem and cortex may also significantly contribute to forward masking. It is already known that the efferent inhibitory mechanisms, for instance, influence the CN response to forward masking [111]. In the cortex, responses of cortical neurons to forward masking in guinea-pigs showed threshold shifts larger than in the AN, CN, and IC, suggesting that their is central contribution to forward masking [2]. However, the threshold shifts observed in the cortical neurons were larger than observed psychophysically. By recording forward suppression in marmoset IC neurons, Nelson et al., (2009;[85]) suggested that psychophysical forward masking may arise from forward masking at the level of the IC and involves inhibitory mechanisms from within the IC or from earlier auditory processing stages [85].

Our results may indeed be explained by differences in inhibition at the brainstem level, especially since the ABR wave-V is generated in the LL and IC [81, 76]. However, a more recent study has shown that forward-masking suppression in the ventral cochlear nucleus (VCN) of the guinea-pig closely resembles forward-masking threshold shifts observed in humans [125]). Data from VCN lends support to the idea that different ANFs differ in their rate of recovery from forward masking. Specifically, comparing primary-like and primary-notch neurons of the VCN, Winter et al. found that low-SR neurons took longer to recover from forward masking than high-SR neurons, just as in AN studies [125]. As such, although it is unclear which site of the auditory brainstem produces the forward masking effects we observes in human data, it is plausible to believe that a differential loss of different ANF types will influence brainstem mechanisms that are responsible for forward masking.
6.4 Modelling Efforts

The model simulations presented in this thesis reveal the capabilities and limitations of current auditory models when trying to capture ABR latency effects in noise. Comparison of two models showed rather different effects. At the level of the AN, both the Zilany and Verhulst models showed an increased contribution of low-SR fibers with increasing noise level, reflecting the low-SR resistant to masking. The growing contribution of the low-SR fibers with noise level yielded a trend of increasing AN response latency in the Zilany model. In contrast, the Verhulst did not show a latency increase as the influence of the low-SR ANFs increased. One of the fundamental differences in these two models, other than the differences in the excitation pattern illustrated in Fig.5-7, is the latency difference between the low and high-SR AN populations. Single-unit recordings show a delay of approximately 1ms in the first spike in low-SR fibers relative to high-SR fibers [100]. These recordings were completed using tone-pips, different from the broadband stimuli used in the experiments and model simulations in this thesis. Further, the tone-pips were not presented in noise. In the Zilany model, the latency difference between the SR population is present not only at the onset of the background noise but also at each subsequent click presentation. As such, when the AN response is epoched to the click stimulus and averaged, the latency difference between the low- and high-SR population is preserved and the overall AN population response latency increases as low-SR responses become more influential. However, the latency difference between the two SR populations is only apparent at the onset of the noise in the Verhulst model. This difference is not preserved in response to the additional click stimuli. As a result, the click-evoked AN response latency does not increase with the recruitment of the low-SR fibers in the Verhulst model. At this time, it is unclear whether the onset latency difference between low and high-SR ANF populations is preserved when an additional stimulus is added to noise: to our knowledge, there are no published single-unit AN recordings that analyze and compare the onset latency between low and high-SR ANFs types in response to the stimuli in noise. Thus, future work should involve recording and
analyzing the onset response latency of different SR fibers using stimuli in noise.

The output of the brainstem model also demonstrates contrasting results when using the AN response of the Verhulst and Zilany model as input. In the Zilany model, the CN and IC peak response latency increases with noise level, reflecting the effect seen at the level of the AN. The Verhulst model shows a decrease of the CN and IC peak response latency with growing noise, contradicting experimental results. The loss of low-SR fibers had little effect on the growth of the latency both at the level of the CN and IC for the Verhulst model, whereas the latency shift with noise level was reduced in the Zilany model. This difference is likely due to how the contribution of the different frequency regions changes in the models as the noise level is increased. As the noise level increases, the peak response slightly changes to the high frequency regions—where the group delay is shorter—in the Verhulst model in contrast to the apical shift observed in the Zilany model. This basal shift in the Verhulst model presumably is a result of the level-dependent tuning of the cochlear mechanics [118]: as the noise level is raised, the cochlear filter becomes broader, causing a basal shift in the peak AN response. The apical shift in the Zilany model is due to the masking of the high-frequency regions by the noise. Although it is true that ABR wave-V has frequency contributions from low frequencies [1], there are a number of studies that show that the wave-V latency increase with noise level is not due to changes in the cochlear excitation pattern [12, 13, 17, 15]. Therefore, the effect of the excitation pattern changes on the brainstem response in the models warrants further investigation.

Despite differences in the models and potential confounds, the Zilany model shows a trend of increasing latency with noise level that is attributable to the recruitment of low-SR fibers. The observed latency shift seen at all levels of the Zilany auditory model is too small compared to that of ABR data, which show a wave-V latency shift of 0.8-1.2ms with a 40dB increase in noise level. At the level of the IC, one of the sites where the ABR wave-V is generated [81, 76], the shift in the model is only 0.27ms. This small shift suggests that low-SR recruitment may not be the only mechanism causing wave-V latency to increase with increasing noise level. Changes
in the brainstem may also contribute to this phenomena. Modelling, for instance, how the CN or IC inhibition and excitation strength changes with noise level or how cochlear synaptopathy affects these properties may further elucidate why the ABR wave-V latency increases with noise level.

The underestimation of the latency shift may also suggest a need to improve the brainstem model as it is quite crude compared to that of the Zilany peripheral model. The current brainstem model uses a simple linear filter to model the synapse at the CN and IC and is based on only two cell types (chopper and onset neurons) out of many different types of neural units in the brainstem. The model is also missing the superior olivary complex (SOC) and the LL, located between the CN and IC in the brainstem. The neural units in SOC are thought to be the driving input into the LL, one of the generator sites of ABR wave-V [76]. Further, the brainstem model was designed for steady state rather than onset stimuli. As such, it is necessary to expand on this model to capture the effects we observe in data.

Similar to the ABR in noise model simulations, preliminary forward masking simulations using the Verhulst model showed a trend that is consistent with our hypothesis and previous animal data [9]: the loss of low-SR fibers results in a faster growth of the CAP (i.e., AN population response) with increasing MPI. However, we have yet to show how this change at the AN translates to ABR wave-V latency changes in forward masking. Furthermore, it is unclear how this would affect forward masking detection thresholds. Future work will include simulating ABR wave-V latency in forward masking and the effects of ANF loss on forward masking detection thresholds and wave-V latency recovery.

An important part of the auditory system that has not been implemented in either model is the medial olivocochlear (MOC) efferent system. The MOC innervates OHCs and has an “antimasking” effect: activation of the MOC reduces the resistance of the OHC basolateral membrane, effectively shunting the OHC receptor potential and reducing the “gain” of the cochlear amplifier [37]. This effect has been shown to be important for detection and discrimination of signals in noise [128] and likely plays a strong role in our experimental measurements, both in the ABR in noise and forward
masking ABR and behavioral task. Indeed, click stimuli at high sound levels elicit efferent activity [42].

The integrity of low-SR fibers could be important for efferent activation because of their central projections. Low-SR fibers give rise to substantially larger axonal arborizations within the AVCN compared to that of high-SR fibers [32, 82]. The long branches emitted by low-SR fibers synapse onto the small cell cap units [67, 103]. These units have been shown to send axons to neurons belonging to the MOC efferent system [126]. Thus, in this context, the low-SR ANFs play an important role in the efferent feedback circuit to the inner ear.

Moreover, MOC-induced inhibition on low-SR fibers may be important at the high intensity levels we implement in our experiments. For high-SR fibers, the MOC-induced inhibition is greatest at low sound levels, but for low-SR fibers, this inhibition peaks at mid-to-high-sound levels [43]. Although it may seem that the MOC effects of the low-SR fibers could be ignored because of their small population size, their response at high levels and in noise most likely plays an outsized role in behavioral tasks and ABR. Consequently, a selective loss of low-SR fibers may reduce MOC-induced inhibition in the AN, thereby reducing the signal-to-noise ratio of stimuli presented in noise and potentially in forward masking. As such, it is important to model the MOC-efferent system and analyze the effects on the ABR and forward masking thresholds.
Chapter 7

CONCLUSION

We conclude that a substantial population of the individual differences observed in NHT listeners, both in perceptual abilities and in ABR wave-V latency shift with noise level or with MPI in forward masking, reflects different degrees of ANF loss. Unlike absolute ABR peak amplitude and latency analyses, where inter-subject variability in signal-to-noise ratio is large and depends on numerous factors independent of coding fidelity, we show that the relative change in latency in noise or in forward masking could be a robust measure of cochlear synaptopathy. The testing conditions we adopted (utilizing target signals presented with simultaneous/forward maskers) stress good temporal coding of sound that is clearly audible, mimicking some of the challenges experienced in everyday settings, where many middle-aged listeners report communication difficulties.

Future studies should focus on simultaneously measuring ABR wave-I with wave-V in noise and in forward masking. Recording wave-I will allow for direct comparison of changes in ABR peak latencies and amplitude of both a measure emanating from the auditory nerve (wave-I) and the brainstem (wave-V). This will aid in the determination of whether the present results are due to changes in the auditory periphery or from more central auditory regions. Further, studies should also explore the precision of these measures in noise-exposed human cohorts. It is also important to expand on the preliminary modeling work presented here to better understand the underlying neural mechanisms of ABR wave-V latency changes in masking and its
relationship to perception.
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